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Emotionally Focused Therapy for Individuals (EFIT) 
 
This chapter reviews the application of the EFT model, well known as a couple 

intervention, for individuals dealing with depression, anxiety and the aftereffects of traumatic 
experience. As outlined in Attachment Theory in Practice: Emotionally Focused Therapy with 
Individuals, Couples and Families (Johnson, 2019), EFIT is a model of intervention based on the 
perspective on health, dysfunction and growth offered by attachment science and on an 
integration of experiential (Rogers, 1951) and systemic (Minuchin & Fishman, 1981) 
interventions. The great strength of attachment theory is that it seamlessly integrates inner 
experience and relational pattern (Bowlby 1969, 1988) and shows how each defines the other 
through the process of affect assembly, regulation and expression. EFIT is inherently relational, 
always seeing the individual evolving in the drama of one’s intimate connections. Individual 
therapy as a modality has often taken individual functioning out of this context, which from the 
EFIT perspective, is like taking a fish out of water – its evolutionary context – and expecting to 
really understand how a fish actually functions.  

EFT Tasks and Goals with Individual Clients 
 

In this section we explore the EFT tasks and goals as they apply to EFIT.  As with any 
modality of EFT the tasks follow a similar function.  The tasks orient the therapist to the core 
elements necessary in the EFT process of change.   
 
Task 1. Creating and Maintaining a Therapeutic Alliance 
 

The EFT therapist stance is best defined by the acronym: A.R.E. The therapist is 
accessible, responsive and engaged, entering into attuned connection in the manner of a good 
parent who is intent on creating a secure bond with the individual client, while at the same time, 
attuning to the client’s experiences with key figures that populate their world. Therapist 
attunement is essential to alliance maintenance and repair, which is necessary in the EFT 
therapist’s effort to sustain an ongoing emotional balance and focused genuine presence. 
Repairing ruptures and realigning misattunement strengthens the therapist’s alliance and 
promotes client’s exploration and felt confidence in this unique therapeutic bond.   
 
Task 2. Accessing, Assembling, Expanding, Distilling and Deepening Emotion  
 

Accessing, assembling, expanding, distilling and deepening emotion occurs particularly 
in Move 2 of the EFT Tango, however, the therapist is constantly tuned to emotional cues and 
almost invariably follows the emotional charge in session. The therapist helps an individual to 
discover how their emotion is constructed, often distilling reactive emotional experiences down 
to a core threat or perceived danger that underlies the more surface coping responses such as 
rage, numbing or despair. In this process, the therapist helps clients experience and process 
emotions embedded in anxiety and depression in new ways, opening pathways for more effective 
emotion regulation and expression. The therapist follows the map of the unfolding process of 
emotion and basic attachment needs and fears, provided by attachment science and the 
accumulated clinical wisdom of EFT.  
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Task 3. Restructuring Key Interactions and Key Ways of Engaging 
 

In Task 3, the EFT therapist restructures key interactions and key ways of engaging with 
emotion, both when intense unwanted emotion is triggered intrapsychically and by significant 
others. It is as necessary to shape interpersonal change events with individuals as it is with 
couples and families. The shaping of these interpersonal encounters crystallizes stuck places, 
core vulnerabilities, and automatic ways of coping and responding, and also structures new 
corrective emotional experiences that change individuals’ key inner dramas. It is in reshaping 
these inner dramas that an individual’s sense of competence and worth can be discovered and 
consolidated.  

The Goals of EFIT  
 

 EFIT is oriented to helping clients create emotional fitness, which is the capacity to 
recognize and use one’s emotions as a reliable guide and to function with flexibility, 
connectedness, resilience, and efficacy. The EFT therapist always attunes to individuals in their 
attachment, relational contexts, viewing individuals as essentially co-regulating beings – 
functioning optimally when they have one or two others on whom they can depend. Depending 
on others is what Bowlby (1988) called effective dependency, an ingredient essential to health 
and wellbeing. The state of optimal dependency involves having positive views of some others 
as trustworthy and dependable and a view of self as lovable and competent. The specific goals of 
EFIT include: 

• To offer corrective emotional experiences that positively impact models of self 
and other, and shape new responses to self and other. 

• To offer transformative moments where vulnerable emotions that are frightening, 
alien and unacceptable are encountered with balance. 

• To facilitate clients to move into the accessibility/openness, responsiveness and 
full engagement that characterizes secure attachment with others. 

• To help clients to shape a coherent sense of a worthy, competent self who can 
deal with existential dilemmas and become a fully alive human being.  
 
The therapist follows the five moves of the EFT Tango to reach each of these goals. The tango 
moves organize a repetitive process with different levels of intensity that guide the entire process 
of change. Each move includes experiential and systemic interventions guided by a consistent 
focus on attachment themes and experiences.   

Exploring the EFT Tango in EFIT 
 
We now provide a snapshot of how a therapist helps an individual move through the EFT process 
of change using the five moves of the EFT Tango. In this brief example with Stephen, we 
observe how the EFT therapist reflects the present process in an early stage of EFIT to begin 
stabilizing stuck patterns, accessing underlying/unexpressed core emotions, and moving slowly 
toward restructuring Stephen’s experience.  The therapist focuses on using newly discovered and 
distilled emotional experience and engaging the present process to shape new ways of interacting 
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and regulating emotion, concluding with consolidating, integrating and celebrating change. 
Reading Stephen’s example, you can move through the EFT Tango and complete each exercise 
to explore the EFIT process.   
Stephen: (Speaking fast and directing his gaze at the carpet.) I know I am hard to deal with 
sometimes. I get very hyper. Wired. Have to be the best at what I do – and my sports things, and 
– well everything. Have to be on the go. Busy. High energy. My wife says I am too much. Like – 
I want us to make love every night and then some. But she goes and sleeps on the couch. I get 
pretty angry and then we really fight. She even mentioned divorce. She won’t talk to me for 
days. You know she was engaged to my best friend and he dumped her and then she agreed to go 
out with me. He is one of the richest men in the country now. Somehow, I persuaded her to 
marry me, but… My mum used to tell me “You’d better knock yourself out and find some magic 
or you’ll be a nothing like your father.” But I am fine. I just want some help with all this not 
being able to sleep and freaking out when I lose a case in court. Maybe I just need to try harder 
or get some sleeping pills – half my firm are on them. Some of them are really effective these 
days… What was I saying? Oh yes (pauses) I get so angry. So, I go workout at the gym. If I 
stand still … well … no point is there? Just emptiness there.   
 
Exercise 9.1: Move 1 - Mirror the present process. Which of the following therapist responses 
best illustrates a focus on the present process? Hint: The best answer will reflect in the present 
moment how Stephen copes and the emotional impact he is experiencing using this coping 
pattern. Choose 1 Answer: _________ 
a) Therapist: You have this strong need to achieve and it’s so hard for you when you lose a case 

in court – that you go home and put even more pressure on your wife to be affectionate and 
sexual with you. And I imagine that pressuring your wife to respond is making her frustrated 
with you – what do you think?   

b) The therapist offers a mindfulness exercise to help Stephen calm down and sleep. After 
practicing the mindfulness exercise with him several times, the therapist assures him this will 
help him to sleep. Stephen is also given an exercise to use to help him go back to sleep, 
should he awake during the night.  

c) You sound very wound up even now as you talk! So caught up in this fear of losing – this 
sense of being a loser running, running at full speed, performing, pushing yourself 
continually to achieve - to avoid that emptiness of being no more than your dad? You push 
your wife to show desire for you and she then moves away and you end up feeling more 
unsure than ever that you matter to her, so you push again. The more you push, the more she 
turns away and the more frantic you become. In spite of your speed and your efforts, anger 
and emptiness lie in wait for you.    

 
Exercise 9.2:  Move 2 - Affect assembly and deepening. Building on the present process which 
the therapist reflected above, consider which of the following therapist responses best focuses on 
assembling Stephen’s emotional experience.  Hint: The most useful intervention here might 
include reflecting key elements of his emotion (trigger – bodily arousal – meaning made – action 
tendency) into a coherent statement that highlights his core attachment panic.  
Choose 1 Answer: _________ 
a) What do you think it means that you cannot slow down and sleep? Did you receive messages, 

for example, that you have no right to slow down until you achieve more? It must be very 
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difficult to feel continual pressure to push yourself to be bigger and better – fearing failure in 
your wife’s and mother’s eyes. 

b) The therapist focuses specifically on the trigger for his speed up, “You’ve said that you get 
especially wound up when you lose a case - you’ve said you feel like a loser in fact. You talk 
about ‘freaking out’ when you lose a case.” Stephen introjects, “I’m dizzy -  - - perhaps I am 
just not good enough – sexy enough – clever enough.” So your natural tendency is to run as 
fast as you can to avoid the danger of losing, of failing. This emotional music has taken over 
and you are wired and angry all the time, dizzy, running from the fear of the “emptiness” – of 
not being good enough - that waits for you, yes? 

c) You have a hyper speedy talking style! You are obviously trying to prove to your mother that 
you are not the failure she predicted. Your need to prove you are of more worth than your 
father is repeatedly getting in your way! Can you imagine how much easier life could be if 
you were to recognize that you have already achieved much more than your father ever did, 
even if your mother fails to recognize this obvious fact? 

 
Exercise 9.3: Move 3 - Shaping an encounter. Review the following three encounters that an 
EFT therapist could shape, to help Stephen disclose his newly discovered emotional experience. 
The therapist could shape an encounter with the therapist, between two parts of Stephen, or with 
an image of his mother. Read each response and see if you can identify how the use of these 
encounters could expand Stephen’s exploration of his pattern of pressure (e.g. the treadmill of 
emptiness on which he is stuck). After reading each possible therapist response jot down a new 
discovery Stephen might make from each encounter. The discoveries may be about how he 
constructs his world, how he engages with himself, with others, and with his own emotion.  Now 
imagine what it is like to be Stephen engaging in each of these encounters.   
a) Focus on Therapist Encounter:  What happens when I tell you how exhausted I feel listening 

to you? How hard it must be for you to come in and tell me about these feelings rather than 
just stay on the treadmill? This strikes me as a lot of courage and insight on your part! What 
happens to you as I when I say this? Can you hear me when I say this? (He says, “No. Really 
only wimps come for therapy.”) In this encounter with the therapist, Stephen is likely to 
discover:  
_______________________________________________________________________    
_______________________________________________________________________. 

b) Focus on Encounter Between Parts of Self:  Now can you find an image of your agitated self 
- demanding you perform – in court? Can you close your eyes and touch your tired, freaked 
out, almost empty self? Can this Tired-Empty-Self tell the On-the-Go–Run-Faster part of 
himself how tired he feels, how he longs for him a break? In this encounter between his tired 
self and his run-faster self, Stephen is likely to discover: 
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________. 

c) Focus on Encounter with an Imagined Other – his mom: Can you picture your mom – the 
mom whose message you hear on a daily basis, saying “If you don’t knock yourself out you 
will be nothing”? The therapist wants to explore his emotions in that moment and explore 
how he might respond to her. In shaping the encounter, the therapist asks Stephen to close his 
eyes and picture his mother. “What does she look like? What is she wearing? Where is she? 
What happens inside of you as you look at her like this?”  
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After Stephen has an image of his mother in his mind, he blurts out: I get dizzy…. I start 
spinning, my heart fills with anger and determination and I want to say, ‘I’ll show you! I’ll 
prove to you!’ (His shoulders slump. He gasps.) – I feel like collapsing! (He begins to sob) I 
just want you to see me – to see that I am someone good!  
In this encounter with an image of his mother, Stephen is likely to discover: 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________. 

 
Exercise 9.4: Move 4 - Processing an Encounter. From the options below, choose the response that will 
be most helpful to Steven to process his experience of the encounter with his imagined mother. Hint: The 
most useful intervention will include an evocative question about his present moment experience and a 
reflection of what he has just done.  
Choose 1 Answer: _________ 
a) You have hurt for so long about the fact that your mother missed seeing your goodness! 

Telling her how angry you are about this is a very good thing to be doing. It is helping you 
understand more about the hurt under the anger. Continuing to express your anger and hurt 
will be a very good thing. 

b) What happens inside Stephen as you tell this image of your mother how her threat that you 
will be nothing has driven you to work so hard to prove she was wrong – and them to 
collapse in tears telling her you just want her to see you are someone – someone filled with 
goodness? 

c) Your mother’s threat has driven you all these years and still drives you to push yourself 
relentlessly. And it now drives you to push your wife as well. You want your mother to know 
she has created a very negative impact on your work and on your marriage!  

 
Exercise 9.5: Move 5 - Integrating and validating.  Here the therapist summarizes what the 
client has just done by validating and highlighting any new emotional elements and celebrating 
the process. Review the following therapist responses and choose the one that best summarizes 
and integrates Stephen’s in-session experience based on the encounter processed above. Choose 
1 Answer: _________ 
a) Wow – it took a lot of courage Stephen to put words to this anger while looking directly at 

this image of your mother’s face – and in taking that big risk – you discovered this noble, 
lifelong yearning to be seen as good enough – as a man of goodness! In expressing that 
longing to her, you were also able to take in her response. 

b) What would it be like to go home and tell your wife about this? Perhaps she sees you in a 
similar way as your mother does and this would be good for you to practice confronting this 
them of others seeing you as a failure.   

c) Do you think you can practice sharing like this more in your life out of my office? It would 
be good to also practice what you say to yourself in these moments.  Practice seeing what is 
true about who you silently, before reacting to other’s negative opinions and reactions.  Then 
we can see how this goes. 

d) Stephen, you have made good progress identifying your attachment emotions and how they 
help you see yourself and others in a new way.  It is important to remember that these 
emotions are a valuable part of who you are even if others don’t see you that way.      

 
Exercise 9.6 Formulating a reflective summary. In this exercise you are to practice forming a 
reflective summary that clearly captures the essence of Stephen’s experience. Pause and take 
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time to attune to Stephen’s experience, then formulate a one sentence reflection for each of the 
following elements. Try to stay close to his experience using his words and form a statement that 
captures each of the following:  
1. His sense of self. (e.g. How he sees himself.) 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
2.  His ways of dealing with emotion that trap him in his distress:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________. 
3. His strategies for connecting to a primary attachment figure (e.g. Informing his key 
interactional pattern.)  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________. 
4. His core underlying emotions  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________. 

EFIT Process of Change  
 
The EFIT process of change follows the identical EFT Stages also used with couples and 

families. These include the first stage Stabilization (also referred to as De-escalation in EFCT), 
followed by the second stage Restructuring (new ways of engaging with and seeing self and 
other, and Consolidation.  
Stage 1: Stabilization 

 
In the first few sessions in Stage 1 of EFIT - Stabilization, the therapist does as Rogers 

suggests (1961, p 24) and enables the client to “discover the order in their experience,” 
normalizing and validating the client’s present ways of experiencing and creating their world. 
The therapist joins with the client in an accessible, responsive and engaged manner shaping a 
safe haven-secure base alliance as together they uncover patterns in internal and interpersonal 
experiences that leave the client stuck in apparently unsolvable dilemmas. (Consider the client 
who says, “I can’t stand to be so alone but I can’t and won’t let anyone close”). The therapist 
gives specific focus to reflecting present process as it evolves, including ambivalence and 
dilemmas, and also to making emotions more specific or granular and more acceptable to the 
client.  

The goal of Stage 1 is to shape less reactivity and numbing – and move towards greater 
emotional balance. The sessions become a secure base where clients can be more open and 
explore internal and interpersonal patterns, their distress makes sense to them, and they can begin 
to accept and own their emotional experience. In Stage 1, as in all stages of EFIT therapy, the 
EFT therapist uses the macro sequence, the EFT Tango, and the micro-interventions of empathic 
attunement, empathic reflection, validation, evocative questions focused on present process, 
interpretations (conjectures), and heightening of emotional experience, as well as reframing and 
setting up new kinds of interactional dramas with key figures in a client’s life or parts of the 
client’s self.  

In the initial sessions of EFIT the therapist focuses on building an alliance and 
assessment. An experiential therapist is always more focused on the client’s evolving 
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personhood than on placing people in diagnostic categories. Assessment and treatment are 
continuous and overlapping. The first concern is to help people feel safe and guide them to 
clearly formulate their goals for therapy. Fortunately, the de-pathologizing attachment 
framework of dysfunction and health strengthens the therapist’s capacity to help clients feel 
acceptable and safe, to identify their strengths and vulnerabilities, and to formulate goals that are 
relevant for therapy.    

The EFT therapist, doing EFIT listens to the client’s story of who they are, their 
attachment relationships and key events in their life. The therapist pays attention to the picture of 
self and of others that emerges in the client’s narrative and in how this person engages with the 
therapist while sharing their story.  Specifically, the therapist pays close attention to how a 
person deals with vulnerabilities, including patterns of secure, avoidant or anxious strategies for  
affect regulation. The therapist also listens for themes in a person’s life story, present dilemmas, 
the key figures who populate the client’s world in memory or present day experience, cognitive 
openness and level of flexibility, and ways of engaging others that emerge from the client’s 
relationship history.  

As an attachment-oriented clinician, the therapist notes the apparent level of secure 
attachment or anxious or avoidant strategies the client reports. The therapist also notes signs of 
the dominant models of self and other. The manner in which the client tells their story is key. 
More securely attached clients tell more coherent organized stories which include specifics rather 
than offering general, almost impersonal narratives and they can show emotion as they tell the 
story. We also especially listen for positive moments or bonds that can serve as a resource as the 
client moves through therapy. For example, a beloved grandmother who offers the client some 
level of comfort and connection can be evoked in a difficult session. Achievements, especially 
where the client felt a sense of competence or personal worth, are also noted. These times evoked 
the client’s sense of resilience and can be used throughout therapy as resources.  

Beginning EFIT Stage 1   
 

Exercise 9.7: Attuning and exploring in beginning sessions. Please read the following scenario 
once and then read it again and see if you can identify at least one example of each of the 
following five elements to attune to in early sessions, as they emerge in the client’s narrative. 
   

Key EFIT Elements to attune to in early sessions: 
1. Client’s manner of engaging with the therapist and with others.  

Example: Talking rapidly and nonchalantly.  
Example: ______________________________________________________ 

2,  Patterns (repetitive internal/interpersonal cycle) of affect regulation. 
Example: _______________________________________________________ 

3.  How client deals with vulnerabilities (getting overwhelmed, minimizing).  
Example: ________________________________________________ 

4. Signs of dominant models of self (Am I lovable and competent?) and of other  
                        (Are they reliable, trustworthy and responsive?). 

Example: Model of Self_____________________________________________ 
Example: Model of Other_____________________________________________ 

5. Achievements, moments of competence or personal worth. 
Example: ____________________________________________________ 
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Rose:  Talking rapidly and nonchalantly, “Most of the time I feel nothing.” Clutching her belly, 
she continues, “Today would have been my mom’s 60th birthday – and I should be happy for her 
– but I feel nothing.” She chuckles. “I wanted to grow up to be like her – confident, assured, 
beautiful, successful – and I’m none of that – I’m alone – depressed – not at all motivated to look 
for a job. No interest in using my hard-earned MBA. I did well in that program and used to be 
proud of it. I’m numb mostly - I don’t really know – I never felt much – there was never room to 
feel. She died when I was ten years old and from that day on, I had to be responsible. Dad said 
we were strong – we were literally the Strong Family – (sarcastic sneer) and nothing would get 
us down. Any time I got sad or felt afraid, dad dismissed my fears – “You’re ok,” he’d say, 
“We’re showing the world we won’t let this get us down. We’ll stick together. Your little sisters 
need to see you’re strong. Your mom would be so proud to see you show the world we are 
managing just fine – to see what a great job you are doing with your little sisters!”. I think I must 
have been shattered to lose my mom – but who knows (another nervous chuckle, continuing to 
clutch her belly). Well – Uncle Billy noticed – he always called me Little Rosie – I think he got I 
wasn’t a grown up, liking this responsibility. I think he got that I was terrified! Oh, it’s silly to be 
talking about this really – I’d rather we move on – help me get my act together, if you can. I need 
to find the courage to start job hunting again. There’s no room for this silliness.”  
Now reread the scenario and jot down at least one example of each of the elements to attend to in 
early sessions, listed above. 
Exercise 9.8: Identifying the Repetitive Cycle. What is the client’s repetitive internal– 
interpersonal or within-between cycle? How would you describe it?  (Take note of ways the 
pattern in her inner experience reflects and is reflected by her relationships with her dad and with 
the therapist.)  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________. 
 
Exercise 9.9: Finding Emotional Handles. Name some emotional handles – evocative words, 
phrases or images – a therapist could repeat to open doors to assemble and deepen her emotional 
experience.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________. 
 
Key elements a therapist attunes to and explores in beginning sessions.  
The above scenario illustrates the initial focus of the EFT therapist in Stage 1 of EFIT – 
Stabilization. In promoting Stabilization, the EFT therapist assesses and explores the following 
five key areas.   
 
1. Ways of regulating emotion. The therapist is tuning into the PROCESS of affect regulation 

and looking to identify how the client’s habitual ways of dealing with difficult emotions 
feeds back into chronic mental health and relationship problems. This is the protection/prison 
cycle. Remembering P’s helps here: The Pattern of emotional Protection becomes a 
constraining Prison, a Problem Perpetuating Process. Melissa outlines that from early 
childhood when “overwhelmed” she has dismissed and “detached from” her hurts and fears 
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and grasped intellectual control, also focusing on helping others, judging her own pain as just 
“whining”. This “worked” and stopped her from going” crazy”. But it now leaves her always 
vigilant, and alone. It has become an ever-turning wheel in which she is always “struggling, 
on guard, and trapped”. This feedback loop maintains her pain and fear, feeding into her lack 
of emotional balance, destroying any sense of contentment, and preventing new corrective 
experiences from being taken in and integrated. The client’s usual coping mechanism, a once 
healthy response to vulnerability without solution, has now become chronic and debilitating. 
This coping is at once validated and also described as part of the present problem.  
 

2. Within-between cycle. The therapist also seeks out and outlines the cycle of inner turmoil and 
distress and the interpersonal problems the client describes, linking these together in a 
within-between cycle. Melissa says there has never been “anyone to protect/hold me” and so 
she focused on staying in control and taking care of others. After all as a small child she had 
been ordered by her abusive mother to, “Take care of your two-year-old sister.” She does not 
turn to others for support and so carries the load of her trauma and depression by herself, 
worrying more and feeling more “on edge.” Her aloneness and inability to trust and turn to 
others, such as her husband, feeds her sense of being constantly flooded and abandoned. She 
dismisses her pain as “whining” in much the same way as her mother did.  
 

3. Emotional handles. Core evocative words, images and metaphors that capture a client’s 
vulnerabilities are emotional handles, that open the door to what Bowlby called, “frightening 
alien and unacceptable” emotional realities. For Melissa the handles that emerge in the first 
two sessions are, “exhausted”, “trapped” “on the wheel”. She tells me that she dreams of a 
bear in her dreams and he is always just about to eat her. This bear feels like her fear. These 
handles are noted and used throughout therapy to assemble emotion and deepen emotional 
processing.  
 

4. Key elements of emotional disorders (Barlow, 2011). The therapist takes particular notice of 
key elements of particular problems such as depression, anxiety disorders, and post-traumatic 
stress reactions (Johnson, 2019a). Bowlby’s description of depressed clients as feeling 
lonely, unlovable, unwanted, and helpless is pertinent here, as well as the well-known 
correlates of problems such as depression: loss, a sense of failure and self-criticism. The key 
elements of dysfunctional anxiety are also noted (Barlow et al., 2011) in the unified protocol 
(UP) for emotional disorders, namely: intense unacceptable negative emotion that is lacking 
in clarity, vigilance for threat that biases perception, intensifying attributions and fear of fear 
itself as well as avoidance strategies such as suppression. Post-traumatic stress disorder, even 
if manifesting below clinical levels is also characterized by emotion regulation problems 
such as those mentioned here. The therapist also notes issues such as flashbacks of 
overwhelming experience and overall numbing. In general, the therapist is looking for 
triggers that push the client into a sense of danger and helplessness and how ways of coping 
with this experience blocks any revision of working models of self and other and block 
engagement in new corrective experiences, thereby restricting the client’s sense of choice 
and agency. For example, Melissa is always on guard, trusting no one, keeping everyone at a 
distance. The therapist listens carefully to evoke from Melissa some specific triggers in her 
present life that signal danger to her – “When do you get a sense you must run from danger?” 
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The therapist also attunes to any moments that Melissa can slow down and describe specific 
moments that feel unsafe. 
 

5. Specifying goals for therapy. In addition to attuning to the above four key areas, the therapist 
guides the client into specifying the desired outcome for therapy. Melissa says in session 1, 
“I want these strange flashbacks to my childhood to stop. I am on guard all the time”. She 
also says, “I am exhausted. Always in control – holding everyone up.” By the end of session 
2, with the therapist’s help, she can be more exact, using the therapist’s summary of her 
problems. “I want to get off the wheel of worry and vigilance and feel safe in the world. I 
want to stop dismissing my hurts and listen to what is really important for me.” The more the 
goals for therapy are explicit, concrete, realistic, and stated in a positive frame of what the 
client wants, rather than what the client does not want, the better.    

 
Exploring the EFT Tango in Stage 1  
 
The EFIT therapist creates and maintains an alliance where the client feels safe to explore their 
experience, moving towards the goals specified with the therapist in Step 1. Repeating the moves 
of the EFT Tango, through Steps 2, 3, and 4 of EFT Stage 1, the therapist and client shape the 
emotional balance that characterizes the change event of Stage 1 – Stabilization. The case of 
Amy, suffering from depression, provides an opportunity for you to experience and apply the 
Tango through the Stabilization change event. 
 
Practice: Tango Move 1 - Mirroring Present Process   
 
Exercise 9.10: Identify emotional handles and signs of bodily arousal. Underline key phrases 
in the example below that focus on emotional handles and key bodily arousal you would attune 
to as therapist, in order to accurately reflect her present process.  
 
Amy: Well I guess I am depressed. Down. No energy. My boyfriend says I am 

depressed. (She giggles.) I just lost my job cause my boss said I was too anxious 
and not focused enough, and I guess I do worry about things. (Begins to cry.) My 
boyfriend Tim says he is busy with his job but…l think maybe he is getting ready 
to move on. Used to call him all the time, but now am just sleeping a lot, watching 
TV and eating bad stuff…bit pathetic… but I am fine really. 

 
Exercise 9.11: Empathic reflection of present process. In the following example of mirroring 
her present process, underline and number the words and phrases by which the therapist reflects: 
1. her specific triggers (danger cues),  
2. her action tendencies and  
3. her emotional response. 

You are tired, depressed, barely any energy for anything, and very worried –your 
boyfriend is so busy, you’re worried he may be about ready to move on and you 
feel the loss of your job. Describing that fear and loss brings you to tears – and 
then you brush it off and say, “I am fine really – it doesn’t really matter”.   
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Exercise 9.12: Validate by linking trigger and action impulse. Create a validation that links 
triggers (danger cues – related to her job, Tim and mom) with her present moment action 
tendencies and emotional distress. You could begin with, “Of course…“ or “I hear the struggle. “ 
or “It makes so much sense“. Then add the trigger, her behavioral impulses, and her emotional 
distress: 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 9.13: Finding Interventions. Identify the following micro-interventions in the 
transcript below:  Identify which intervention the therapist is using:   
 

Select one of the following interventions and enter the corresponding number for 
each blank listed below:   
(1) Evocative question with an attachment image.   
(2) Validating experience.   
(3) Reflecting and offering a reframe towards a goal / longing.  

 
Therapist:  It’s hard to know how to believe you can move forward in your life.  _____ 
Amy:  Oh – well. (Smiles and flips her head in the air.) I never seem to get it right 

anyway really – I am just waiting for Tim to tell me we are done, and well, I 
didn’t want that job anyway… My mom says I just need to grow up and stop 
being a drama queen. We fight a lot. So, I just left and zoned out on TV soaps till 
about 4 a.m. She told me about a job interview but…what’s the point? I wouldn’t 
get it anyway. Do you think I am really a nutcase? (Sighs.) 

Therapist: Everything seems pointless, some part of you says nothing is going to work? 
_______ (She nods.) When you get really down – who can you turn to for 
support? _______ 

Amy: Turn to? What do you mean? My mom just lectures me – I dread her phone calls 
(winces) - don’t have any friends here really – and my boyfriend is busy all the 
time so…I cuddle the neighbor’s cat sometimes. (Giggles.) I never really was 
good at making friends. I was always the odd one out, shy. So… 

 
Exercise 9.14: Empathic reflection. Now add a simple empathic reflection, slightly on the 
leading edge of the words the client used. Since the client didn’t use a feeling word, it may feel 
slightly like a conjecture – but it will be the word that comes to you as you attune to the 
experience of having no one to turn to. 
Th:  Sounds kind of ____________________________ (one word is enough.) 
Amy:  (Shrugs – then nods) 

 
Exercise 9.15: Reflect the pattern that protects and imprisons. Reflect Amy’s reactive pattern.  
She says that she feels safer to stay alone than to reach out to others for support.  How would you 
reflect this pattern to Amy? A pattern can include some variety of, “The more you / others  
do_______, the more, you feel______, and the more you feel_________, the more you / others  
__________ .  Now provide a summary reflection of her pattern.   
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____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Following your reflection Amy tears, nods, then admits glumly: Sure, but what can you do? The 
only time I feel good is when I swim – used to swim a lot – compete even. But couldn’t make the 
finals so…I just want to feel better. At 28-years-old I should be in control of my life.                                             

 
Exercise 9.16: Review of basic EFIT elements in a beginning session.          
1. Patterns of Affect Regulation – Briefly describe how Amy deals with her vulnerable 

emotions - her fears, unmet needs and longings?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How does her affect regulation at once protect her and also shape a prison or a self-defeating 
process for her? Describe her attachment dilemma: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. How would you describe her basic within / between pattern of engagement?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. Model of others: How does she portray others? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. Model of self: Identify some emotional handles that reflect themes of her model of self, 
especially with regards to worthiness and competence.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Exercise 9.17: Themes of emotional disorders. Select one or two of the key elements of 
emotional disorders listed below and identify the patterns and themes that you would want to 
highlight in Amy’s story.  

 
Key Elements of Emotional Disorders.   
• feeling lonely, unlovable, unwanted, and helpless 
• sense of loss, a sense of failure and self-criticism. 
• intense unacceptable negative emotion that is lacking in clarity,  
• vigilance for threat that biases perception, 
• intensifying attributions and fear of fear itself  
• avoidance strategies such as suppression 

  
Identify two themes or elements of emotional disorders and give an examples from Amy’s life 
and story.   
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Key Element 1:  _______________________________________________________________  

Example:    
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Key Element 2:  _______________________________________________________________  

Example:    
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Practice:  Tango Move 2. Emotion Assembly and Deepening 
 
As the therapist mirrored Amy’s present process in Tango Move 1, Amy felt increasingly 
validated and understood by the therapist. She found it odd and a little surprizing that although 
the therapist seemed to notice that she avoided others as much as she tried to avoid her own 
feelings, there was no sense of judgement nor attempts from the therapist to try and get her to 
change. The therapist seemed to understand that she didn’t trust anyone and yet she found herself 
beginning to trust the therapist, just a little, and in some very small way began to feel fleeting 
glimmers of longings for safety with Tim and her mom. The therapist seemed to accept her 
tendency to pull away from everyone and give up on herself and this evoked a tiny bit of 
curiosity in Amy to explore this stuck place in which she was caught.   
 
Exercise 9.18: Surface, reactive emotion. What is Amy’s basic surface emotional response?  
_____________________________________________________________________________. 
 
Exercise 9.19: Identify the trigger, bodily arousal, and meaning made..  
a) When is this reaction is triggered?  ______________________________________________ 
b) After naming the triggers, can you list her bodily responses when she experiences these 

triggers? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

c) What are the meanings she is likely making of these triggers and bodily responses? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 9.20: Using reflection, evocative questions, or conjectures to assemble elements of 
emotion.   
What would you say to Amy to: 
a)  Validate and normalize the trigger and her explicit response, for each of the following 

triggers: 
Example: Trigger - Tim is busy: It makes sense that when Tim is busy, you get frightened he 
is pulling away from you, and it is so easy then to crumble in depression and loneliness.  
Trigger - Mom gets angry__________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Trigger: Job loss - ________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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b)  Conjecture tentatively about her basic perception (safety / danger).  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

c) Explore her bodily response - by asking an evocative question.   
___________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

d) What evocative questions can you ask to explore the meaning (view of self and/or other) that 
she makes of the experience above? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
e)   Name her action tendency. What are her action tendencies in this narrative and in the 

session?   
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Amy describes the fractured relationship with her mother since she discovered that Amy and her 
high school boyfriend had started a sexual relationship when she was 15-years-old. “Maybe I 
shouldn’t have cut her out of my life.” Her voice tightens and her jaw tenses as she adds, “But 
she says the meanest things! Every time my phone rings I startle for fear it will be her calling. 
The thought of hearing her voice puts me in a panic, drains all my energy. I go cold and just want 
to disappear and talk to no one.”  

 
Exercise 9.21: Assemble emotion into a coherent whole. Now help Amy assemble her 
emotional experience by providing a summary that organizes her experience by linking danger 
cue (trigger), bodily response, meaning made, action impulse. Write a summary reflection that 
assembles Amy’s emotion.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 9.22: Distill poignancy. Next, distill the most poignant part of her experience into one 
statement. Poignancy is what an EFT therapist attunes to in attempt to capture the emotional 
essence of experience, the part of the message that seems to be most emotionally alive and newly 
put into words. It is the core attachment experience that an emotional handle reveals (See 
Brubacher, 2018; Johnson, 2019b). 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Practice: Tango Move 3. Shaping Encounters 
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The crux of change in EFT is using newly discovered and expressed emotion to shape 
new ways of interacting (internally and interpersonally). Encounters in EFIT take place in dyads 
between client and therapist, with an imagined other or between two parts of the client. Just as 
we are first and foremost relational beings, it is as necessary to shape interpersonal change 
events with individuals as it is with couples and families.  

In the EFT Tango Move 3, the EFT therapist shapes interpersonal encounters to structure 
corrective emotional experiences that change individuals’ key inner and interpersonal dramas. 
Encounters with different dyads may shift and flow multiple times throughout a session. The 
primary guide – as to when and with whom to shape an encounter – is that of attuning to and 
following the client’s emotion as in Tango Move 2. Specifically, while staying close to a client’s 
present moment emotional experiencing, the EFT therapist will choose a dyad where the emotion 
is most alive for shaping an encounter in Tango Move 3 and then process the impact of that 
encounter in Tango Move 4. The dyadic encounters can be set up between client and therapist, 
with client and an attachment figure, from client to an abusive or rejecting other or between two 
parts of self. As described in Chapter 3, encounters follow a basic process of the therapist 
shaping the encounter by creating a context, helping the client to anticipate making contact, and 
establishing safety; followed by making a request for the disclosure and maintaining a clear 
focus on the specific interpersonal disclosure.  
 
Exercise 9.23: Move 3 Shaping an encounter with an imagined attachment figure.  

Following Amy’s distilled message above, regarding her panic reaction to her mother, 
imagine how you might help Amy shape an encounter with an image of her mother.  How might 
you shape this message?  
• Invite her to close her eyes and picture an image of her mother, asking her what she looks 

like, where she is, what she is wearing, and/or what she is doing.  
• How can you repeat Amy’s distilled message of fearing that her mother is out to hurt her and 

doesn’t care about her, to help her anticipate the encounter? 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________  

• Then how can you direct Amy to disclose her experience to this image of her mother? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Given the context of Amy’s relational world, you could choose to invite her to share distilled 

messages with others in the course of therapy. (Potentially with you, or with a key other person 
such as a sudden memory of her father who left when she was a ten-year-old, or it could be a 
message between two parts of herself, such as a lonely younger self). The EFT therapist will 
choose to shape encounters based on which dyad is most alive with emotion or is most blocked 
emotionally and seeming to interfere in the client’s present moment processing or which 
attachment figure (imagined other or therapist’s presence) may be the best resource in this 
moment. 

Consider the example of Amy’s response to her memory of her father leaving. The EFT 
therapist might shape an encounter based on this pivotal loss. After assembling and deepening 
her emotions the therapist says:  
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You said you can still see dad packing the truck and yourself at ten years old looking out 
the dining room window – seeing him drive away, with that knot in your stomach, 
knowing he was not coming back. Can you picture that dad just now? Can you imagine 
telling him about the knot in your stomach and how much it still hurts in the core of your 
being that he drove away that day – that you lost you dad – how it still hurts? 

 
Exercise 9.24:  Shaping other encounters Following a similar process, we will now practice 
shaping encounters with Amy’s boyfriend, Tim, between parts of self, and with you as therapist.   
a) What might you say to Amy to shape a message to her boyfriend, Tim? She is missing him 

desperately, yet in her fear that he is pulling away from her, she has numbed out and has 
pulled away from him.    
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
b) Now practice shaping an encounter for Amy between two parts of self.  This could be a 

message from her “concerned self” who brings her to therapy and risks opening up, and the 
“hidden self” frozen in fear, who isolates from others and dismisses her own emotions. After 
helping her imagine / make contact with these two parts, how can you shape the encounter?   
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

c) With you as therapist: This encounter requires less formal setting up and imagining. Assume 
Amy has just told you that she is afraid you will get tired of listening to her dark, depressing 
stories and you simply invite her to repeat that key disclosure again. (You could do this to 
heighten her fear – and then to respond to her fear with genuine, empathic presence. Together 
with Amy you could then process this interpersonal interaction of clear expressions and 
responses.) Write out a simple request for Amy to repeat this message to you: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Practice: Tango Move 4.  Processing Encounters 
 

In Tango Move 4:  Processing the encounter. There are two elements to pay attention to 
in processing a client’s experience of a dyadic encounter: First, the experience of sharing a 
newly distilled message and second the experience of receiving a clearly shared message. Let us 
return to processing the encounter between Amy and her mother. 
 
Exercise 9.25: Process the experience of the one disclosing. (How was it to share?). Imagine 
you are Amy and the therapist says, “How this was for you to share this clear message to this 
image of your mom? How was it to tell her how frightened you are that she doesn’t care and that 
you are convinced she will try to hurt you if she has a chance?” Write out how you suppose Amy 
might respond. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Exercise 9.26: Process the experience of the one receiving the message. (How was it to hear?). 
This time, imagine you are Amy and the therapist says, “How do you imagine your mother 
would respond to hear you share your fear of getting hurt by her – how much her words have 
fractured your soul?” Write out how you suppose, Amy may respond as she speaks from her 
image of her mother, who has just received Amy’s message.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
An EFT therapist will formulate evocative questions to process the impact of each 

encounter with an imagined other, often taking time to reflect the key message that was just  
shared. For example, using Amy’s response to Tim, “You just told Tim that you act as if you 
have given up on your relationship, when inside you are missing him so much – that you long for 
him to come close to you. The therapist then asks Amy, “What was it like inside for you to share 
this with an image of Tim?”  

It is difficult to speak to an imagined other without implicitly anticipating how this 
disclosure would impact the imagined other. Thus, an EFT therapist will also help the client to 
process the client’s imagined impact and response of the other.  The therapist might ask Amy, 
“How do you picture Tim responding to your sharing this with him?”  

 
Exercise 9.27: Processing encounters with imagined others. Your task is now to consider how 
you would process an encounter between Amy and her father. Drawing on the example with Tim 
above, write out how you might reflect the key message Amy disclosed to her father about her 
anguish at seeing him drive away and out of her life. Then invite her to share what it is like 
inside for her to share this with an image of him?  
 

a) Reflect the key message she shared with her image of her father:  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Follow this by evoking the impact on her of disclosing to the image of her father:  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

c) Evoke from Amy how she imagines her father might be impacted or respond to her 
disclosure. 
________________________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________________ 
       ______________________________________________________________________  

 
Exercise 9.28: Processing an encounter between client and therapist: Imagine the encounter 
is with you, the therapist. How are you likely to disclose the impact on you of her willingness to 
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tell you she is afraid you will get tired of her darkness? And then, how might you check in with 
Amy how your disclosure impacts her?   
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Encounter between parts of self: If the other was a part of herself – the therapist would invite 
her to hear from the other part how it was to receive this message. For example, “How was it to 
hear your responsible-bring-yourself-to-therapy part, telling your frozen, heart-broken ten-year-
old self that she sees your pain and wants you to know it is ok to let yourself sob – that of course 
you are heartbroken at dad’s departure – and that of course she wants to know your feelings 
always matter?” 
 
Tango Move 5 – Summarizing, celebrating, and integrating.  

Following an encounter, the therapist will mine the moment, summarizing and 
celebrating the corrective emotional experience that the client has just created. This helps the 
client to slow the process and pay attention so as to integrate the shift.  For example, regarding 
the encounter between two parts of self, the therapist says, “Look what you just did! Your 
frozen-in-fear-and-all-alone self just spoke to the wiser-caring self who brings her to therapy and 
said, “I am terrified – terrified I’ll always be alone – never good enough for someone to stay with 
me – always on the end of rejection and being left to fend for myself” and your older-wiser-
caring Self said so tenderly, “I know how terrified you are – I see you need more support than 
you are getting just now – so I am reaching out for help for you. We deserve help and I’m taking 
you to therapy – here we’ll find someone who can help us – someone who is safe to come to with 
your fears. I know you’re afraid and so alone – and I’ll keep bringing you here to this safe place 
until we can do it on our own…until you can see you are good enough for someone to love!” 
What a powerful team you have inside that is cheering you on, recognizing you need the help of 
someone else just now! 
 
Exercise 9.29: Integrating the impact of the encounter.  Write down how you could similarly 
celebrate Amy’s encounter with Tim, heightening the impact it is having, giving her time to 
savor and integrate the process.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Personal Reflection: EFIT and EFT Tango in Stage 1 Stabilization    
 
In working with Amy, you may have found yourself thinking about your own internal and 
interpersonal experiences. You may face a similar pattern of processing difficult emotions that 
imprison you. You may have thought of a negative pattern with someone important to you. You 
may recognize this as a protective, repetitive pattern that is also mirrored in your internal coping 
strategies. 
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Personal Journaling with the EFT Tango in Stage 1 Stabilization 
 

1) Move 1- Reflect present process: Begin with journaling about a negative cycle in your life 
with someone important to you.  

a. Can you identify a vulnerable, core emotion that you tend to automatically bypass and 
instead react to protect yourself? The most vulnerable emotions are likely to be some 
form of attachment danger such as fear of abandonment, rejection or annihilation.  

b. If you are unaware of bypassing a vulnerable emotion, (because we do not like to 
dwell on them) simply choose to describe a familiar negative pattern – and jot down 
your reactive self-protective moves. (Perhaps you tend to ignore, or perhaps you tend 
to complain loudly).  
 

2) Move 2 - Assemble and deepen emotion: Now describe the cascade of reactive responses 
that rapidly replace this moment of vulnerability (trigger, bodily arousal, meanings, reactive 
affect and action impulses). Here are some evocative questions to guide your journaling:  

a. “Can you identify a danger cue or interpersonal trigger that you perceive as 
threatening (what you see or hear that begins this rapid cascade of unfolding elements 
of emotion)?  

b. What bodily arousal do you experience? What meaning do you make of this trigger 
and what is your automatic impulse to action?”  

c. Write out an empathic reflection to your answers to each evocative question above. 
Responding with empathy to yourself can deepen your emotional experience and 
enhance your self-reflective capacity to linger in emotional depth.  

d. What is one emotion that comes up when you say, “When I see/hear _____(the 
interpersonal trigger), I immediately (do / feeling like doing) ______ (your action 
impulse).” _______________?  

e. Jot down how you feel about having formulated this. Linger for a few moments with 
the experience of that core, vulnerable emotion. 
 

3) Move 3 - Shape an encounter: Close your eyes and imagine a relevant other with whom to 
share this distilled message. This other could be an attachment-figure or it could be a part of you 
(a younger, frightened, or abandoned image of self). See the other in your imagination - where 
they are, what they look like - and write out the most important part of this coherent message, as 
if you were disclosing it to this relevant other. 

 
4) Move 4 - Process the impact of the encounter: Write down your experience of this imagined 
encounter. Describe how it was for you and how you imagine the other might respond. In your 
journaling, you may choose to write several exchanges back and forth between you and the 
imagined other. 
 
5) Move 5 – Celebrate and integrate: Complete your journal entry by summarizing and 
celebrating the courage it took to have these imagined dialogues and how it is impacting you in 
this moment. 
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Personal Practice following the EFT Tango with another in Stage 1 Stabilizing 
In Pairs: Choose the Discloser and the Empathic Responder /Choreographer.  
 
Discloser: Share a basic distressed internal or interpersonal pattern - trigger and action tendency, 
adding a basic feeling (can be vague, can be “nothing”). Feeling nothing is usually a numbing 
action tendency, so it is an important element of emotion to explore. 
 
Choreographer: Lead your partner through Stabilizing by following the EFT Tango Moves: 
 
Move 1- Reflect present process: Attune to get a felt sense of your partner’s distress. Reflect 
present process, mirroring how the other connects with others or doesn’t connect with others and 
with their own experience. Reflect the manner in which your partner tells their story. Validate 
and empathize with their experience, particularly the trigger, their action impulse and the impact 
of that dynamic. 
 
Move 2 - Assemble and deepen emotion: Reflecting your partner’s words, slow the pace. Ask 
simple How, What, When, Where questions to evoke the elements of the emotion, adding more 
specificity, more granularity. Reflect, reflect, reflect, (after each evocative question). 
Evocative questions for each element of emotion can be:  

Trigger: When do you react / feel like this? What do you see / hear that triggers an “oh-
oh” moment for you? 
Bodily arousal: Where in your body do you feel it? How do you feel it in your body? 
Meaning: What do you say to yourself? What does it (the trigger or the bodily feeling) say 
to you? 
Action impulse/tendency: What do you typically do/feeling like doing? 
Put these elements together into a coherent whole: Name the surface emotion or the 

underlying emotion if it is clear. Check if your reflection fits for your partner. Pause - make eye 
contact - take time to get a felt sense and to have a moment of intimacy in which you both linger 
in their core experience. 
 
Move 3 - Shape an encounter: Invite your partner to close their eyes and imagine a relevant 
other with whom to share this distilled message. This relevant other could be you or it could be a 
significant other to whom this message pertains, or it could be a younger, frightened, or 
abandoned part of self. Invite your partner to picture the other in their imagination - where the 
other is, what they look like and to tell them the most important part of this coherent, whole 
message. In Stage 1, it is appropriate to own and share protective action tendencies or reactivity. 
Deep vulnerability is not needed in Stage 1. Growing ownership of moves and experience in the 
pattern is most important. 
 
Move 4 - Process the impact of the encounter:  Ask your partner to describe how it was to 
share this message, and how they imagine the other would respond. 
 
Move 5 - Celebrate and integrate Finally, summarize, validate, and celebrate the experience 
together.  Then switch roles and the one who was sharing personal experience now becomes the 
empathic choreographer to lead their partner through the EFT Tango moves in a Stage 1 type of 
exploration.  
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Stabilization at the End of Stage 1  
 

The change event of Stage 1 Stabilization is completed when clients are aware of their 
basic pattern – of action impulses and responses to threat or vulnerability that have become the 
automatic way of coping. They are also aware that this pattern is no longer serving them well – 
in fact has become quite ineffective in their relationships and in life in general. What is shifting 
for them by the end of Stage 1 is that these rigid, automatic patterns of coping have moved into 
their awareness; the triggers signaling threat which typically set these patterns in motion have 
also been discovered and validated. Clients move from self-deprecation and exasperation with 
themselves about their problematic coping strategies into more of an accepting, empathic 
position similar to what they have experienced from the therapist. Ineffective patterns of coping 
are now seen as best attempts at coping with depths of terror or pain that previously had no 
words. There is a sense of, “My struggle really has been this difficult and I got caught in coping 
this way – not because I am foolish or hopeless – I was doing my best to respond to 
overwhelmingly, threatening experience.” 

The client is beginning to see self – like the therapist does – as a vulnerable human being 
– caught in need of comfort and response, operating automatically – in the moments of threat 
with little to no awareness of self in need. They are beginning to feel hope in grasping that if the 
problem is the pattern, they can explore what they are doing to cope with unwanted feelings and 
can discover alternative strategies.  

The end of Stage 1 is marked by: 
• Improved emotional balance, with access to core underlying emotion.  
• Expansion of self into more acceptance and awareness of how frightening, foreign 

and unacceptable emotions and processing strategies shape a lasting feedback 
loop.  

• Expansion of awareness of key attachment dramas and how they shape self and 
dances with others.  

• Improved exploration - openness, responsiveness and engagement in session and 
with the therapist 

As you read the following description of Amy at the end of Stage 1, note the markers of 
her stabilization that are underlined below.  

Amy is feeling more stable. She is having occasional moments of calm and hopefulness. 
She is recognizing that her core problem is not that she is flawed but that she became caught in 
an imprisoning pattern of coping with her losses. She sees that in her best attempts to manage her 
pain over the broken relationship with her mother, the loss of a job she very much valued, and 
Tim’s increasing distancing and seeming lack of interest in her, she got stuck in expecting 
judgement around every corner and in concluding she must be unlovable, unworthy, and flawed. 
In Stage 1 stabilization she came to recognize her pattern of self-protection as the very prison 
that was holding her back from being seen and heard and from receiving the comfort and 
understanding from others that she craves. She came to recognize that the fear of being judged 
and banished from love and connection was the core emotional music driving the patterns in 
which she was caught. She began to have some access to her fear of being judged and banished. 
It was the same emotional music playing in the patterns with her estranged dad, with her 
unreliably responsive mother, with Tim, her ex-boss, in her inner relationship with herself, and in 
the ways she minimized the abuse from her ex-boyfriend. Exploring her grief, her fears, and the 
value she has for each of her current relationships, she began to see alternatives to her rigid self-
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protective pattern of the more I mistrust and distance from others and my own emotions, the 
more dangerous and unavailable they become. In the secure relationship with the therapist, she 
became more willing to engage with exploring what felt like foreign, frightening and 
unacceptable emotions and she began to feel safe enough to explore the trauma she had survived. 
 
Exercise 9.30: Identifying markers of stabilization:  Now as you read about the case of David 
at the end of Stage 1, please underline the markers of stabilization, following the example of 
Amy above. David arrives at the end of Stage 1, with an awareness of his pattern of swinging 
between automatically turning up the emotional panic alarm to a state of frenzy where it 
becomes ineffective to get a human response and turning down any hints of emotional alarm 
bells to the point where nearly all zest and motivation has been suppressed. He has come to 
recognize this automatic survival pattern and the underlying pain of isolation and abandonment 
driving these patterns. The terror of isolation driving his swings between frenzy and numbness is 
becoming acceptable and familiar in the context of the therapist’s repeated validation and 
acceptance and the coherence he and the therapist have collaboratively made of these patterns 
and terror.  

He experiences through Stage 1 that he is continuing to do as he has been done to 
(Bowlby). For example, he says, “I am dismissing my own needs and longings – don’t know 
what they are really – just as long as I take care of others – as long as there is no conflict or strife 
- no one has ever really heard my needs – but I’m ok really – kind of lonely – but I  shouldn’t 
complain. Oh there I go – doing it again – dismissing my needs, as though it doesn’t matter that I 
am lonely. My parents were environmental activists – not sure if they actually said it - but it feels 
like they said, “You’re crying because you didn’t get invited to the party and the planet is being 
destroyed?” I’m noticing how hard it is to trust that you (therapist) really have the patience to 
listen to all my whining – I feel like I am whining when we take time to look at how small and 
unimportant I have felt – but I am beginning to see how – this is the problem: No one heard me 
and I don’t listen to me either.” Check the answer key to compare with what you have underlined 
as markers of stabilization for David.  

In the collaborative discovery process of Stage 1, the pattern of hyper-activating or hypo-
activating emotions and longings, is framed as a best-attempt, but presently ineffective or 
outdated way of coping. The habitual pattern of ignoring or exaggerating emotions and needs is 
seen as having been adaptive at one time and no longer to be serving them well. Emotional pain 
(or hurt) has been identified by social psychologists (Vangelisti, 2009) as a complex emotion, 
combining anger, sadness and fear of loss). Vangelisti, A. L. (2009). Feeling Hurt in Close 
Relationships. New York: Cambridge University Press.)  

Stage 1 stabilization reframes the problem in depression, anxiety or a particular mood 
disorder as a habitual way of processing experience. Clients recognize how their interpersonal 
patterns and view of others as untrustworthy and unresponsive – reinforce their internal 
emotional experience and view of self. They recognize how they are continuing to reinforce 
these patterns and they gain some access to the core underlying emotions driving their patterns 
and processes of emotion regulation.   
 
Exercise 9.31: Reframing the problem as a survival pattern. 

As a young child, Saul was tasked with parenting his disabled mother. In the stabilization 
change event, Saul recognizes that while it was adaptive for him to ignore his one own longings 
and emotions as a child, because there was no one to respond to him, this survival pattern is 
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trapping him in depression in his present-day adult life. He now has access to an alive sense of 
pain underlying his cloud of depression. The pain is more than numbness and depression. It is a 
mixture of anger about being so isolated, sadness at how lonely his life is, and fears of emptiness 
and meaninglessness. Saul is also discovering that his pain is tinged with longings to make some 
connections with others. 

Drawing from the descriptions of stabilization above, write out the words you could offer 
to Saul as you reframe his depression as a repetitive pattern that once served him well, but has 
outlived its usefulness.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

In the stabilization process clients comes to recognize the negative feedback loop: their 
ways of viewing and dealing with distress increases and maintains their unwanted emotions, and 
the distress or unwanted emotions reinforce their ineffective meanings and strategies for coping. 
They recognize how their inner cycle of processing emotion by turning it up or tamping it down, 
mirrors their interpersonal pattern of how they reach or do not reach to others in distress and how 
others respond or do not respond. 
 
Exercise 9.32: Reviewing the basic pattern. In the client scenarios above, of Amy, David, and 
Saul, we can identify the basic repetitive pattern that each client has come to embrace as their 
real problem. We can also identify core underlying emotions driving each one’s pattern. 
Complete the exercise below for David and Saul by following the example given for Amy. 

 
Amy’s Pattern: The more she mistrusts and distance from others and her own emotions, the more 
dangerous and unavailable others become. 
Underlying core emotion: Her fear of judgement drives her patterns of avoidance.  
 
David’s Pattern:______________________________________________________________ 
Underlying core emotion driving the pattern: _________________________________________ 
 
Saul’s Pattern:__________________________________________________________ 
Underlying core emotion driving the pattern:_________________________________________ 
 

Stage 2: Restructuring 
 
Stage 2 of EFIT, as in EFCT, occurs in the safety of a client’s recognition that the real 

problem - the root of their distress is not a personal deficit or a hopeless, helpless reality based in 
another’s treatment of them. When the client experiences that their problem and agency for 
change are rooted in the repetitive pattern of how they make sense of and react to difficult 
emotions, they are ready for the deeper exploration of Stage 2. As the automatic survival patterns 
are validated in Stage 1 and the fear and pain – of rejection, annihilation or abandonment that 
continue to fuel these patterns – are evoked, experienced, and expressed, the therapist helps the 
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client explore with increasing depth and emotional engagement the core underlying pain and 
terror that their coping strategies have kept at a distance. This is the heart of the restructuring 
process of Stage 2.  

In the collaborative discovery process of Stage 1 clients own the patterns of how they 
shape their world (the perceived threats, their automatic physiological fight, flight or freeze 
reactions, the meanings they make about self and others in the moments of threat or distress, and 
their habitual action tendencies). In Stage 2 they explore and engage new options to reshape their 
world. The discovery of new meanings and interaction patterns emerges through a gradual entry 
into the full experiential depth of unexplored fear and pain. In increasingly alive ways, clients 
discover in Stage 2, how their habitual strategies for coping with a sense of uncontrollability, 
unpredictability, and unchangeable existential realities keep the core fear and pain locked away 
in a metaphorical vault labelled unacceptable and dangerous. Gradually, the therapist helps the 
client to move directly into the intensity of this fear and pain. It becomes manageable and 
transformative to face and experience heightened fear and pain in the safety of dyadic regulation 
with the therapist and at times on the relational safety of the imagined presence of a secure 
attachment figure or a compassionate part of self. A key factor that distinguishes Stage 2 from 
Stage 1 is that emotion is followed and expanded into greater emotional depths and with more 
coherence in Stage 2. Fearful and painful emotion is experienced in fresh and new ways. 
Deliberately choreographed encounters restructure emotional experience and also shape new 
ways for clients to engage with others and their own experience, including the existential 
dilemmas of life, such as unalterable circumstances and losses. 
 
Deepening in Stage 2: Case of Amy.  

 
Using EFT Tango Move 2 and the interventions of heightening, conjecturing, and 

reframing, along with validating, reflecting, tracking, and evocative responding, the therapist 
helps Amy begin the Stage 2 process of deeply exploring her core underlying fear that her coping 
strategies have kept at a distance.  

Amy has an increasing awareness of how her self-protective patterns of isolation and 
emotional distancing can trap her in depressive episodes. She recognizes her heavy heart as an 
emotional signal of her need for connection. She increasingly listens to the emotional music of 
sadness and loneliness when it first appears - moving her to reach out to Tim and to her growing 
circle of friends. To her surprise, she does experience some responsivity from them when she 
reaches out. There remain, however, times when she collapses into depression “before she knows 
it”. Feelings of being alone in the world, unlovable, and unwanted expand like a massive 
balloon, filling the room and trapping her beneath it. “It’s there before I know it – pressing the 
life out of me – barely room to breathe.”  Recognizing Amy’s increasing emotional balance, 
disrupted by collapses into depression, the therapist decides to assemble the process of emotion 
in her depression and to then deepen the core underlying emotion. 
Therapist:  It sounds like before you know it, this balloon of depression is weighing down on 

you – almost like you don’t know what brought it on – you almost don’t notice 
Tim’s busyness or your heavy heart before the old, familiar, bitter messages fill 
the room like a massive balloon – saying, “You’re alone – no one shares your 
fears and worries – no one really cares – they’re only mean and hurtful – out for 
themselves.” (Assembling – bodily arousal and meaning made) 

Amy:   That’s right – it all happens so quickly! 
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Therapist:  And I wonder if the heavy weight in your heart (previously identified as Amy’s 
signal for needing to reach out) almost gets ignored as you listen to those old 
bitter messages take over - expanding to fill the room and pressing the life out of 
you? (Amy nods). It must be very difficult indeed to listen with kindness and 
patience to the heavy weight in your heart – when the balloon filled with old 
familiar bitterness presses down on you?  

Amy:   I totally ignore my heavy heart – true! 
Therapist:  I remember in our earlier work that that core weight in your heart has always had 

such important messages! Such pure sadness – longing for comfort - yet fearing 
rejection or judgement. Your eyes are filling with tears as I say this – do you feel 
that heavy heart just now? (Amy nods). Yeah? Can we stay with the heaviness in 
your heart? (Pause. Amy nods) Notice how heavy it is (pause) – how tight – 
(pause). Beneath all the pressure of the noisy balloon - you can feel the weight in 
your heart - (pause). And what does this heavy heart say? (pause)  

Amy:   (shudders): Terror – terror – no one sees – no one cares – all alone – no one to 
reach to – like I am ten years old again and all alone! 

Therapist:   Ah – you stop and listen beyond the pressure of the noisy balloon – and you hear 
your tender beautiful heart saying, “I am so afraid no one sees me” – and 
suddenly you are back at ten years old again – all alone and feeling the deep 
longing for someone to see how much you need comfort, yeah? (Amy weeps) 
And just listening to the terror in your heavy heart brings you to tears – it is so 
very, very sad – to feel this much fear and aloneness and not know how or whom 
to reach to for safety! That is the message of your heavy heart – isn’t it? – “I need 
someone to see me – to notice me and to care – then I can know I am ok.” (Amy 
takes a big sigh - looks up – nodding).  So when this heavy balloon of depression 
sneaks up on you and you can barely breathe, you recognize there is a beautiful 
aching heart underneath all the pressure and the noise - that longs to be noticed 
and cared for – that says, “Listen to me – I am still here – I just need to be seen 
and comforted – I need to know someone is there for me!” Discovering this 
longing to be connected to someone who loves you, opens you to a flood of tears 
and sadness. This sadness and fear of being unnoticed is alive with a pull to reach 
out – yes? This sadness and fear is alive and you breathe deeply through those 
tears – so different than the weighty balloon that keeps you from breathing – 
keeps you from feeling. (Amy nods, smiles, and sighs again). 

 
Exercise 9.33: Affect assembly towards deepening - Tango Move 2, Stage 2. Drawing from 
the therapist’s Tango Move 2 above, can you complete the partial list below of the elements of 
emotion the therapist is assembling with Amy as she seeks to make sense out of how depression 
continues to take over at times in spite of her periods of emotional balance. This affect assembly 
paves the way for increased deepening of her core emotional experience.  
Elements of emotion assembly: (Fill in the blanks below) 
a) Cue/Immediate perception:  Tim’s busyness / a danger signal 
b) Bodily arousal: __________________________________ 
c) Meaning making: Bitter messages, saying, “______________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________” 
d) Action impulse: Ignores the heavy weight in her heart that tells her she needs to reach out; listens to 

the bitter messages; floods into tears and sadness  
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e) Core, underlying emotion __________________________ 
 
Exercise 9.34 Emerging shifts in views of self and other. In Stage 2, as Amy deepens and 
engages with a more coherent and expanded emotional experience, her internal working models 
of self and other are sharply in focus and some new aspects are beginning to emerge. Model of 
self usually pertains to a sense of one’s lovability, worth, and competence and model of other is 
related to the degree to which others appear to be reliable, dependable and accessible. How 
would you describe Amy’s core models of self and other? After providing your description of 
each model, please comment on how these models are beginning to shift with this Stage 2 
assembly. Hint: There is some growing awareness of core longings within herself, and some 
responsivity from others at times. 

Client’s view of self: _____________________________________________________ 
Emerging shifts in this view of self: __________________________________________ 
Client’s view of other: _____________________________________________________ 
Emerging shifts in this view of other: _________________________________________ 
How might a therapist provide a summary reflection that combines her view of self and 

other with elements of her process of emotion into a coherent whole? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 9.35: Identifying EFT heightening interventions in Tango Move 2. Key 
interventions and instances of the therapist’s nonverbal RISSSC manner are used to deepen 
Amy’s core emotion and expand fresh, new experience. The therapist is sure to use a simple, soft 
tone, and slow pace with repetition. The therapist also invites greater awareness of Amy’s felt 
experience through evocative responses and empathic conjectures.   

 
Identify instances of the following interventions from the transcript above: 

a) Heightening (with repetitions of imagery):  
________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Evocative responding, including evoking by directing her to stay with the bodily felt 
sensations of her emotional experience: 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

c) Evocative question to access the message of need in her bodily felt core emotion:  
________________________________________________________________________ 

d) Empathic conjecture which actually “seeds attachment” (paints a picture of secure 
attending to the bodily felt message or longing, while also heightening the heaviness and 
fear) 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

e) Empathic conjecture to reframe her tears as a core longing?   
________________________________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Shaping Stage 2 corrective emotional experiences. As emotional experience evolves 

through EFT Tango Move 2, new action tendencies and new meanings emerge. Core emotion 
that is elucidated, expanded, validated, and heightened in Move 2 of the EFT Tango, is then 
turned into new expressions in encounters with imaginary key figures in the client’s life in EFT 
Tango Move 3. Corrective emotional experiences are shaped (Move 3), processed (Move 4) and 
integrated (Move 5) through the EFT Tango.   

The underlying attachment fears first accessed in Stage 1, are more accessible and more 
deeply experienced in Stage 2. These core emotions are explored, expanded, and distilled before 
interpersonal encounters are shaped to create corrective emotional experiences. Following core 
emotion is the foundation from which clients are helped to shape new patterns of interacting and 
new models of self and other, through carefully choreographed dyadic encounters. 

 
Guidelines for shaping encounters in EFT Tango Move 3. In the more intensely 

engaged process of Stage 2, while the therapist attunes, follows, and heightens the client’s 
emotion, different dyads for shaping encounters emerge as being most relevant to the client’s 
present moment experience. Encounters may be in different dyads, including client and therapist, 
client and an imagined other secure attachment figure, client and a hurtful other who is a source 
of pain or unresolved trauma, or between newly emerging parts of self within the client. In 
choosing with whom to shape an encounter (Tango Move 3) and when to do so, the therapist 
attends to distilled, deepened emotion to identify: 

1) The dyad where emotion is most alive.  
2) The dyad where emotion is most blocked. This could be an attachment figure or an 
abusive other. 
3) The secure attachment figure (imagined other or therapist’s presence) that may be the 
best resource in this vulnerable moment. 
4) The client’s internal reaction towards his or her core fear or core struggle, or 
associated aspect of self (such as the small abandoned child part of self who made key 
decisions about self or other, or an injured part of self that carries guilt and shame about 
the injury, or a key element in an existential crisis where one struggles for meaning or 
purpose.) Before shaping an encounter between with two aspects of self, emotion is 
assembled and distilled so the client can emotionally engage with two coherently distinct 
aspects of self.  
5) The spontaneous emergence of an encounter between therapist and client. When newly 
accessed emotional experience is expressed between client and therapist, the therapist is 
likely to slow the process – repeat the moment – and flow organically into Move 4 of the 
Tango to process the impact of that experience. 
The corrective emotional experience is intensified when each person’s (real and 

imagined) experience is evoked, repeated and savored in the choreographing of an encounter in 
Tango Move 3. As described in Chapter 3, encounters are carefully shaped by creating the 
context and anticipating contact; making the request; and maintaining focus. The impact of the 
encounter is deliberately processed in Tango Move 4. Encounters not in imagination, but directly 
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between therapist and client, are also processed explicitly, providing moments of therapist 
transparency, interpersonal engagement, and intimacy. 

When the imagined other is an “offending other” such as in trauma resolution, the 
therapist takes extreme care to help the client to hold the offending other and not self responsible 
for the trauma. Typically when the imagined other is an abusive other, the client needs support to 
keep the image at a safe distance, and supportive permission to choose to block an imagined 
response from the other. When needs for permanent distance from an abuser are validated, new 
views of self and other also emerge. That is, view of self is redefined as a person of value and 
view of other is distinguished between there being some safe others and some unsafe others. This 
newly refined coherence of who is safe and who is unsafe is an empowering shift.  

 
Encounters in the context of the EFT Tango moves. Following and reshaping clients’ 

emotional experience in EFT Tango Moves 1 and 2, sets the stage for creating corrective 
emotional experiences in Tango Moves 3 and 4 where clients “explore new ways to engage with 
their own experience, with others, and with the existential dilemmas of life” (Johnson, 2019, p. 
75). All corrective emotional experiences are maximized when validated and integrated in Move 
5 of the EFT Tango.  Below we explore shaping several Stage 2 encounters, beginning with an 
exploration of assembling and deepening core emotion as the guide for choosing which 
encounters to shape and when to flow between encounters with the therapist, between parts of 
self, and with imagined others.  

The therapist attunes to Amy’s core emotional experience to guide her in choosing which 
dyadic corrective emotional experience to shape. In her core struggle of self-loathing and 
pushing away the love that is being offered by her boyfriend, Tim, Amy touches on underlying 
fears of Tim changing just like her abusive ex-partner had done. While attuning to Amy’s core 
fears and emerging expressions of emotion, the therapist processes a brief encounter between 
therapist and client and then shapes an encounter with Amy and an image of her abusive ex-
partner towards whom her emotion seems most blocked, yet most intense. 

 
Exercise 9.36: Identifying interventions. As you read the following transcript, please 

note the interventions used through the Tango moves. When you find a blank space fill in the 
intervention that the therapist just used. Please choose between the following EFT interventions: 
Reflection, Validation, Evocative Question, Heightening, Empathic Conjecture (in proxy voice).   

 
Tango Move 1: Reflecting present process 
Therapist:   You’ve talked about the walls you keep up between yourself and Tim – how you 

can’t trust it is safe to let in the one person who wants to be there for you – that 
you’ve nearly stopped reaching out for him in the last while – so afraid one day 
will be his last - that the abuse you survived from your boyfriend before Tim has 
left you very cautious – not ready to trust anyone again.” Tracking and reflecting, 
Validating. 

Amy:  I’m just so afraid this relationship with Tim will not last – I didn’t realize how 
afraid I was before the work we’ve done – I just shrugged him off – so sure I 
didn’t have a chance that he would stay with me – always on the look-out for him 
to change and stop loving me – like Brody did. Now I am more and more aware 
of how important he is to me – and I really do not want to lose him, but, you can 
never tell… 
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Therapist:  So afraid of being hurt again, yes? Just not seeming possible to trust him? 
#1_______________ 

Amy:   Definitely people can change on a dime, you know. Suddenly it can all change. 
 
Tango Move 2: Assembling and deepening 
Therapist:  Makes sense you are afraid – given what happened with Brody. #2____________.  

He has had such a strong impact, such a hurtful impact! You invested so much in 
that relationship … only to have him suddenly flip out on you! Tracking and 
Heightening 

Amy:  Two years – yes and he suddenly went from sweet Brody to a raging maniac! And 
I’m still jumpy and I hate it. He had no right to do this! What ever happened to 
him? (Looks down and away).  

Therapist:   Yeah. Still so jumpy. He frightened you so much – hurt you and left you feeling 
unsafe to trust anyone – especially a kind man like Tim, yes? And you hate it! 
Just before you got quiet and looked away, you said, “He had no right to do this to 
me!” He had no right to hurt me and leave me fearful of trusting anyone ever 
again! Validating, # 3________________. 

 
Tango Move 3: Encounter between Amy and therapist.  
Amy discloses newly accessed and heightened emotion to the therapist. This is an encounter 
between them that the therapist will process momentarily. Amy shared, “Absolutely” – looking 
directly at the therapist. “He had no right to go from his kind sweet self to suddenly raging at me 
– I know his drug-use played a factor – but it was still not ok and it’s left me on edge all the 
time! He left me with no chance of ever trusting Tim or anyone!” 
 
Tango Move 4: Processing Encounter between Amy and Therapist 
Therapist:  How was it to look directly at me and tell me in this forceful, assertive voice – 

“He had no right to do this to me!” You just stated a very powerful message! 
#4________________, Heightening   

Amy:  It felt good – I’ve never really said that before – it felt like a message that came 
from my toes! 

Therapist:  Wow – it did feel like a powerful message to me too! Your feet flat on the floor 
and speaking a powerful message – feels good to state that so clearly – to 
recognize  and then hear your own deep voice stating he had no right to do this to 
you – to hurt you and frighten you even to this day! Therapist self-disclosure, 
validating, #5____________. 

 
Again, the therapist is guided by attuning to Amy and following her emotional 

experiencing as it deepens and clarifies. After heightening and integrating the impact of Amy’s 
clear message to the therapist, the therapist decides to create an encounter for Amy to risk 
disclosing this emerging clarity to an image of her abusive ex-boyfriend. This will give Amy an 
opportunity to further consolidate her emerging emotional shift from fear to core assertiveness 
and increasing coherence of the trauma she survived. 
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Tango Move 3: Shaping a safe encounter with an abusive other.  Here is an example of the 
therapist shaping an imaginal encounter with Brody who acted abusively toward Amy in a 
previous dating relationship.   
Therapist:  Can you find a safe way to picture Brody right now? Perhaps picture your dog 

beside you here, and know that I am right here with you and imagine Brody as far 
away in the distance as you need him to be – and can you image telling him from 
this deep solid place – with a voice from your toes – “You had no right to do this 
to me! -- no  right to hurt you me like you did – no right to punch that hole in my 
wall and leave me feeling damaged and frightened even to this day!” Can you 
imagine speaking to an image of Brody at a safe distance from you?  Evocative 
questions, Heightening needs for safety and sources of safety.  

Amy:  I see him – way over there – like as far as the other end of the waiting room and 
he looks pathetic really – like he doesn’t want to listen. 

Therapist:  How is it to see him looking like that? He is standing there – and you about to 
speak to him from a solid angry place – to tell him how he hurt you and how it 
was very, very wrong, and you are tired of carrying the wounds of his abuse? 
Evocative question to anticipate contact, #6_____________ 

Amy:  Very scary – But I gotta do it! I’ve rarely let myself see how much he hurt me – 
but he did!!  He did!! 

Therapist:  That is right – he hurt you so badly! You’ve become so skilled at numbing out 
when the pain began, and just now you are letting yourself feel the pain – feeling 
the pain and the injustice of what he did and as scary as it is you are almost ready 
to tell him – “Brody – this was all wrong! I did not deserve this!” #7__________, 
Heightening  

Therapist:   What happens inside when you picture this image of Brody and you consider 
telling him how wrong he was? #8______________________,  Heightening 
Amy’s experience of the enactment 

Amy:    I feel really tense. My stomach is one big knot. 
Therapist:   Ahh… Really tense – stomach in a knot and --- it’s almost like your chest opened 

a little. You took a breath, just seeing there he is. Yeah? Yeah. Can you feel that 
deep breath? Can you feel the strength in your toes?  Reflecting bodily arousal, 
#9_________________, Evocative response to stay with bodily experience. 

Amy:    Yup. 
Therapist:   Picture yourself saying, “Brody, what you did was so wrong, there is no way that 

was ever okay what you did to me?” (Long pause) Directing encounter. My voice 
keeps getting choked off from me. I’m trying to find a way to speak to this image 
of Brody – to say it was so wrong! Heightening, #10___________________ 

Amy:  (Finding her voice and her courage). It was wrong Brody – you had no right to 
hurt me like you did… You’ve left me frightened and unsafe in the world – but 
I’m taking back my right to be here. I deserve better and I deserve to feel safe!  

 
Tango Move 4: Processing impact of the encounter. The therapist heightens, repeats, and 
processes with Amy how it feels to make these courageous statements to an image of Brody. 
Amy’s demeanor changes. Her breath slows down, and she smiles. 
Amy:   (to the image of Brody) You can leave now! I don’t want to see you again.  
Therapist:  How are you, Amy? Evocative question. 
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Amy:  I never knew I could do that – I feel so powerful – in a peaceful sort of way. The 
best part was telling him he could leave now – I didn’t want him there anymore. I 
was done—said all I needed to say. I do deserve better – that is the message I feel 
from you all the time – that I do deserve to be treated well and it was so great to 
say that out loud!  And I could feel Tim smiling on me – This is his scarf (she 
swirls another loop around her neck)-  it smells like him and it keeps me safe.   

 
EFT Tango Move 5: Integrating 
Therapist:  Almost like you are starting to feel the warmth of Tim’s safety just now – “just 

maybe he is someone I can trust?” #11________________, #12_______________ 
 
Focusing on Encounters. The above transcript illustrates how an EFT therapist follows 

the moves of the EFT Tango to shape corrective emotional experiences. Present-moment 
emotion is assembled and deepened. The newly distilled emotion is shaped into an encounter 
with a relevant other. In this example the relevant encounters included an encounter with the 
therapist and then with an imagined abusive other from Amy’s past. The following transcript 
provides you with an opportunity to assemble and deepen emotion – and to let this process guide 
you in deciding which encounter to shape. 
Amy:   I see myself, ten years old, looking out the window - dad packing the truck and 

driving away, and not even turning back to wave at me. I just don’t think it was 
ever the same after that.   

Therapist:  (Repeating the cue to deepen Amy’s emotional experience) Your dad driving 
away and not even turning back to wave – changed your life forever! 

Amy:  (Wincing in pain, blurts out): My father is not going to hurt me anymore – I 
realize that – but I feel guilty for entirely cutting him out of my life. I’m sure he 
feels more pain than I do.  

The therapist repeated the cue to promote a deeper experience and that triggered Amy to wince 
in pain (bodily arousal) at the same time as she dismissed her loss and guilt, focusing instead on 
her dad’s pain.  
 
Exercise 9.37: Reflecting present process, including action tendency. Practice taking the next 
step of assembling Amy’s emotion in this moment. Provide a reflection statement that links the 
cue (e.g. the image of dad driving away), with her action tendency of dismissing her pain by 
focusing on her dad’s pain.  Keep in mind you are working to help her feel her pain while at the 
same time to notice what she does with it.   
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Deepening Amy’s experience through linking the cue with her tendency to dismiss her own pain, 
and lingering with the image of Amy’s life never being the same after that pivotal moment of 
dad’s departure, the therapist further assembles Amy’s emotion by evoking the meaning she 
made and continues to make of this event. 

 
Exercise 9:38: Evoking the meaning. Choose the best response to evoke and deepen 

Amy’s experience of the meaning she continues to make of this pivotal moment:  
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a) What does that moment of dad’s departure say to you to-day?  
b) Why do you think your dad left without saying goodbye? 
c) Your life changed forever that day – so sad – nothing could make up for that 

tremendous loss! 
The therapist uses the response above which most effectively helps Amy to put words to the 
meaning she made in the moment of her dad’s departure. In articulating the meaning she made, 
Amy recognizes that she continues to feel a similar anguish today. In expressing that, she shifts 
to an even deeper pain – a sense of feeling abandoned by her mother in that indelible moment of 
her dad’s leaving. 
Amy: His driving away -with no wave -  it said that he didn’t think I was important – not worth 
his staying. But worse than that – mom had no time to see me – she wasn’t there for my pain – 
her pain took up all the space!  

 
EFT Tango Move 3: Encounter with the therapist.   
As Amy reflects more on her pain, she slips back into her automatic pattern of dismissing 

her own pain and suddenly notices what she is doing.   
Amy:  This leaves me questioning – did I do the right thing – cutting him out of my life even 

when he wanted me to let him back in? Does it really matter anymore how much it hurt 
way back then? (In spite of momentarily dismissing her present moment experience, 
Amy has stabilized and can pause and stop the old pattern and validate her experience.) 
But hey – (speaking directly to the therapist, looking directly in the therapist’s eyes) I 
know I tend to move away too quickly from my own pain and it did hurt a lot! It killed 
me!  

 
Exercise 9:39: Encounter with the therapist. Which of the following describes what happened 
in this moment?   

a) Amy spontaneously enacted a new congruent message in an encounter with the 
therapist.  

b) Amy demonstrated her new ability to step out of her familiar pattern of dismissing her 
own pain and to validate her core emotion. 

c) Amy’s new experience of recognizing the depth of previously blocked emotion is 
likely heightened as an empowering moment in the safety of the therapeutic 
relationship.  

d) All of the above.   
 
EFT Tango Move 4: Processing the encounter with the therapist of a new, congruently 
expressed message.  Note how the therapist draws attention to Amy’s agency in the face of her 
pain.   
Therapist:  How is it inside for you to have caught yourself pushing your pain aside and to 

have told me that in fact it did hurt a lot when dad left without even turning to 
wave at you, leaving you totally alone with a devastated mom who had no 
comfort to offer, and a dreadful message in your head that you weren’t worth his 
staying?  

Amy:  It feels great! I am tired of pushing my pain away! You get it – it makes total 
sense that he broke my heart. And my mother did nothing. She wept in the corner 
and I was all alone! 
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EFT Tango Move 5: Reflection and heightening to integrate 

Therapist: What an important step – to notice that you don’t need to ignore your pain any 
longer! Telling me directly how much you were crushed by this experience is powerful indeed!  
Finally you are free to feel the ache of 10-year-old Amy losing her dad and finding mom 
unavailable to comfort you.   
 
Exercise 9:40: Summarizing and validating. In your own words, how could you further 
summarize and validate the emerging shift Amy is creating? How can you integrate and validate 
that, in the safe context of the therapeutic relationship, Amy is beginning to allow her 
frightening, alien, and unacceptable feelings to matter and to be heard? How can you heighten 
that she may be starting to trust the core messages and needs in these underlying emotions?   
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise to choose which encounter to shape next. The therapist, attuning to Amy’s experience, 
is attempting to get a felt sense of where the emotion is most alive – to whom Amy needs most 
of all to express her newly accessed and validated emotional experience. If you were the 
therapist which possible encounter would you shape? Circle the number and describe why you 
selected this encounter.    
1) for Amy to express to an image of her father how much she still hurts when she remembers 
that day that changed her life;  
2) for Amy to speak from her adult self to the ten-year-old self whose world was shattered when 
she lost her father and her mother was too devastated to comfort her; 
3) for Amy to speak with an image of her mother who failed to give her the comfort she needed.  
Write down your reason for choosing which encounter you would shape next: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
There is no right or wrong answer here. Your decision simply needs to fit with your sense of 
where the emotion is most alive or is most in need of expression, and then to continue to follow 
the moves of the EFT Tango to shape, process and integrate that encounter. In their work 
together, the therapist will do each of those encounters with Amy. What follows below are 
encounters, chosen as the therapist follows Amy’s emotion. First, an encounter with an image of 
her mother, then an encounter between her adult self and her ten-year-old self, and finally, an 
opportunity for you to shape an encounter with an image of her father. 

 
Shaping an encounter with an imagined attachment figure. In EFIT the therapist 

follows the emotional charge. To the therapist, it appears that the most accessible and intense 
emotion for Amy in the present moment is her resentment to her mother for being unavailable for 
comfort during that moment of traumatic loss. To this day, Amy acknowledges that she 
continually blames her mother for not offering her enough support. The therapist decides to 
follow the emotion and to choreograph an encounter with an image of Amy’s mother.  
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Exercise 9.41: Tango Move 2 - Assembling emotional experience towards an attachment 
figure. Consider how you would assemble Amy’s emotional experience towards her mother, 
beginning with her deepening awareness that underneath her typical present-day criticism of her 
mother is a deep injury, which occurred when her dad left and her mom failed to see her pain.  
Amy to this day appears to minimize this injury and her related struggles. How might you use the 
following emotional handles, images, and attachment themes to help Amy begin to assemble her 
experience toward her mother.   

Amy’s emotional experience: “I feel invisible; I look past my pain; I don’t matter; I am a 
crater of nothingness; I cry frantically; I feel stone cold”. 

Write a summary statement that you would reflect back to Amy regarding her core feelings 
towards her mother  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Anticipating and directing the encounter in Move 3.  
To help Any anticipate contact with her mother in the scene at ten-years-old, and to heighten 
Amy’s core pain, the therapist could repeat the cue, using the RISSSC manner to heighten core 
emotion. That is, using Repetition, Images, a Soft tone, Slow pace, Simple (and specific) 
language and the Client’s words: All alone at ten years old, heart-broken your dad was leaving 
and terrified you would never see him again, and mother in the corner weeping, seeming not to 
even see you – was like falling into a crater of nothingness a crater than echoed, “You don’t 
really matter here!”.  

The therapist then asks Amy what she’d like to tell her mother in that scene and invites 
her to express how difficult it was, what she blames her mother for, and to express her sadness 
and her fear.  
Therapist:   “What did you say to yourself that day? What did you decide about who you are   

in your mother’s eyes?”  
Amy: “She was so cold. Like having a mother who looked right past you while your 

heart bleeds all over the floor. I would want her to know that to this day I think 
she doesn’t care when I am hurting or afraid. I just don’t understand why she 
didn’t care more about her own daughter!” In saying this she flips into anger and 
weeps bitterly. 

 
Exercise 9.42: Directing the encounter in Move 3. Select the response below that most clearly 
directs Amy to disclose this to an image of her mother, from her ten-year-old, angry, heartbroken 
self.  

a) Can you give your ten-year-old self a chance to share this anger and these tears with 
an image of your mother? Can you tell her, “You looked right past me while my heart 
bled all over the floor – like you really didn’t see or care about me!”?  

b) Your mother needs to know about this. Do you think she realizes that when you get 
angry with her to-day, you are still hurting from your ten-year-old experience? 

c) You had no other meaning to make that day – mother weeping for her own loss while 
you as a child were left alone with your own anguish – that was unacceptable – and 
you had no option but to conclude you were invisible to her – that she didn’t care. 
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EFT Tango Move 4: Processing an encounter with an imagined attachment figure. 
Following Amy’s expression to an image of her mother, the therapist processes the encounter. 
First the therapist explores the encounter from Amy’s perspective. She checks with Amy, “As 
ten-year-old Amy, how was it to tell this imagined mother how she abandoned you when you 
desperately needed her?”  

Next, the therapist processes the encounter from the perspective of Amy’s imagined 
mother, who has just heard Amy’s disclosure of pain – her anger, her grief, and the terrifying 
meaning she made – that her mother didn’t find her worthy of caring for. The therapist now 
wants to engage Amy in putting words to the response she imagines her mother would make in 
this moment.  

 
Exercise 9.43: Processing an encounter from her imagined attachment figure in EFT Tango 
Move 4. Which of the following responses would help Amy deepen her experience of how she 
imagines her mother’s response in this moment of encounter? All of the options below may be 
helpful, but only one evokes Amy’s imagination of how her mother will respond. 

Choose one:  
a) It must have taken a lot of courage to tell your mother how much she let you down that 

day – and how you still resent her for that big mistake! 
b) “What do you imagine this image of mother would say to ten-year-old Amy telling her 

how heartbroken and abandoned she felt, not just by dad but by her mother as well?”  
c) Your mother is likely to be very touched by your words. I’m sure she will feel deep regret 

and be very appreciative you have finally told her this! How does it feel to take in this 
new story of a mother who has always loved you? 
When the imagined figure is nonresponsive or disappointing. An EFT therapist must be 

prepared for a client to experience a less than positive imagined response while processing the 
encounter in Tango Move 4. If Amy imagines her mother’s response to be defensive or 
disappointing, the therapist will help her to stay engaged and to respond again as in EFT Tango 
Move 3 to her image of her mother with an additional engaged message. Remembering that pain 
is a complex emotion of anger, sadness and fear of loss, the therapist attunes, reflects and 
heightens each aspect as they arise for Amy and encourages her to express them clearly to this 
image of her mother. 

 
Anger and fear. Below are two responses a therapist could make to heighten and engage 

Amy in her present moment experience, first of anger, and then of fear, and to shape further 
congruent encounters with an image of her mother. The second example uses proxy voice to 
shape the encounter. Either format works to anticipate contact and focus on the distilled core 
emotion. 

a) You are still angry – yes! Very angry that she ignored your panic and pain. Tell her, 
please, about how you still blame her for this! (Matching the tone of Amy’s indignation). 

b) It must be frightening to be angry with her. Can you tell her please, “I am too afraid you 
will stop loving me if I blame you for ignoring me when dad left.” 
 
Sadness and loss. Exercise 9.44:  Shaping additional encounters with an attachment 

figure in EFT Tango Move 3. When a person risks expressing core emotion to an attachment 
figure, grief that this was not previously attended to, frequently emerges. How might you 
validate and heighten Amy’s grief and encourage her to share it with an image of mom/ 
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______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________

When Amy expresses readiness to hear from her image of mother again, the therapist invites 
another imagined response and checks with Amy how it was to receive the reply from her 
imagined mother and gives Amy opportunity to respond.  

Prompting a reach to an imagined attachment figure. While Amy is emotionally 
engaged in the experience of her ten-year-old self, the therapist invites her to explore what she 
needs from this image of mom and prompts her to make a request to her mother – to ask for what 
she needs. Core emotion tells us what we need.  
 
Exercise 9.45: Evoking the need embedded in core emotion. Before prompting a reach, the 
therapist helps Amy to access the need embedded in her emotion. Select the response below that 
best captures Amy’s underlying attachment fear and anguish and invites her to listen to what the 
emotion tells her she needs. Only one of the responses below heightens Amy’s fear and focuses 
her on listening to the need embedded in her core fear. 

a) You feel that aching in your heart just now – that mom seemed not to notice you in pain. 
Tell her about the broken, aching place – and ask her if she felt that brokenness too when 
he left. 

b) So afraid – so afraid that if she sees your heartbreak, she may just shrug you off - it feels 
so risky to ask. What does that frightened place need from her just now? 

c) So heart broken. Can you ask her to tell you what if was like for her when your dad left? 
Was she afraid she couldn’t be a good parent?   

 
Exercise 9.46:  Your conjecture about Amy’s need embedded in her fear. As you attune to 
Amy’s experience, what do you imagine her request may be?  ___________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________  

 
Evoking needs embedded in core emotion.  As in the blamer softening change event of 

EFCT, it can be useful to heighten the vulnerability a client is experiencing and from that 
vulnerable emotion, prompt the client to discover what they need. When the imagined other 
doesn’t respond positively, it further refines the client’s emotional reality. In the case of Amy, as 
she risked attending to her core emotion, listened to what she needed from her image of her 
mother, and then expressed that need to her imagined mother, she received a felt sense of 
mattering, while at the same time sensing her mother’s real-life limitations in responding.  

 
Corrective emotional experiences in face of an imagined non-responsive other. Some 

clients experience imagined others to be dismissive, in denial, or simply non-responsive. In such 
cases, they may liberate themselves from pursuing love and validation from a non-responsive 
other through the process of fully experiencing and integrating the impact of imagined non-
responsivity or hurtfulness. A different client, Casey, processed painful judgement and physical 
abuse, at the hands of her father, who is currently alive and experiencing early onset dementia. 
Deepened emotion, expressed in encounters with an image of her father, helped her to face fears, 
core loss and grief, and to find an assertive voice to express how very deeply he had injured her 
and how wrong his actions were. The liberation she experienced through this process of fully 
processing her emotions and finding a voice to express them to an image of the one who had 
injured her, was felt as a loosening of muscles through her entire body. In this process she 
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clarified views of self and other – distinguishing that while some others, like her father are 
unsafe or unreliable, and she has no desire to hear a response from them, she also discovered in 
the context of the safe therapeutic relationship that some others who are indeed safe and reliable. 
Depression gradually lifted and she found long-lost energy and motivation.  

Many interventions of validation, reflection and repetition for staying with and 
heightening emotional experience are used in shaping and processing Stage 2 corrective 
emotional experiences. Conjectures are also used – always within the attachment frame, with 
tentativeness and readiness to be corrected. What is important is to follow the client’s emotion as 
closely, respectfully, and empathically as possible, trusting that following the process of emotion 
will lead towards transformation.  

 
EFT Tango Move 5 to consolidate and integrate the corrective emotional experience. 

The EFT therapist validates and integrates the shifts which occur as clients disclose distilled, 
emotionally alive core message to imagined others, between parts of self, and with the therapist. 
Empathic attunement for clients’ present moment experience is what matters most of all – and 
what guides the therapist in heightening, summarizing, and celebrating whatever shifts and 
coherence the client is able to create through the corrective emotional experience. Key features 
of consolidating and integrating in EFT Tango Move 5 are to provide an explicit, alive summary 
that heightens the work the client has just done, validating and celebrating the shift they have 
created. 
 
Exercise 9:47: Integrating and Validating in EFT Tango Move 5. In Tango Move 5, the EFT 
therapist helped Amy to take in and process the shifts she created, particularly in this example of 
addressing and hearing from her imagined mother. Only one of the following examples of EFT 
Tango Move 5 does NOT serve to integrate and validate Amy’s corrective emotional experience. 
Select the response below that fails to integrate and validate Amy’s corrective emotional 
experience and identify what it is lacking.  

a) Do you understand it better now? Your mother had her own grief to deal with. It is not 
that you were not deserving. It was all she could give you then. If you see the incident 
from her perspective, you can still know that you are worthy and loveable. 

b) You heard your imagined mother say to you that it is ok for you to be angry at her – that 
she totally gets it. She acknowledged that in fact she did miss noticing you! She 
expressed that she is so sorry she didn’t see your pain. You faced your fear and risked 
sharing your tears of anger and fear with your imagined mother and it shifted your sense 
of the relationship between you! Asking her to assure you she cares for you pulled for the 
most compassionate tears you’ve have ever felt from your mother, opening you to feel 
stronger and more lovable and worthy! 

c) You just created an amazing shift inside! You risked reaching to an image of your mother 
and she responded. Some of her responses were hurtful, but you persisted. You told her 
your ten-year-old self needed her to mother you, and in the end you felt a very calming, 
soothing sense that she heard you and reached back to you with love and remorse. This 
shift leaves you feeling stronger – able to tolerate the reality – even if she doesn’t express 
this to you in real life.   

d) You gathered so much courage to tell this image of your mother that you feared there was 
no room in her heart to hear you pain and anger and initially she responded like you 
feared - She shrugged and said she has no more to give! But you risked again and said, 
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“That’s not ok mom, you’re the mom and I need you to see my pain!” And she heard you 
and she admitted, “It’s true, I let you down big time. I am so sorry! You deserved so 
much more!” She heard you and responded to you. And you feel worthy and certain of 
her love. 
Following this encounter with an image of her mother, Amy is getting a sense for the first 

time that her mother may actually understand how much she did let her down and failed to 
support her when she most of all needed her. She senses that her mother actually cares about her 
pain, and she is flooded with another wave of grief and compassion for her shaky little ten-year-
old self who continues to feel so unworthy. The therapist hears the emotional charge here to be 
the feelings of compassion towards her younger self, and seizes the opportunity to heighten and 
consolidate that emerging compassion by shaping an encounter between parts of self. 
 
Exercise 9.48: Shaping an encounter between parts of self - Adult Amy and 10-year-old Amy. 
Choose which of the following statements or questions would be most effective to choreograph 
an encounter between Amy’s adult self and her ten-year-old devastated self? Hint: They are all 
EFT-appropriate responses but only one specifically serves to shape an emotionally engaged 
encounter (EFT Tango Move 3).   

a) You were left totally alone with no one to care for you! No one to notice your devastation 
and sheer abandonment that dad drove off without even waving good-bye! What a heart-
wrenching scene! 

b) Can you picture you ten-year-old self? What does she look like? Where is she is 
standing? What expression do you see on her face? Can you feel what it is like to look 
from your adult self to this young, devastated girl?  

c) I can understand that if your father drove away without even saying good-bye, you must 
have been heartbroken. And you so much needed at least to have your mother notice your 
heartbreak and to offer you comfort. You must still need her to understand to-day how 
she let you down! 

d) Can you tell the ten-year-old part of yourself that you see her pain?   
In response Amy replies “I can see her - - standing at the window – in jeans and her favorite 
yellow sweater – she's frozen stiff. No tears. Just cold.” The therapist then invites Amy to find a 
message to express to her younger self, saying: “What do you want to say to her from your 
tender heart to-day?” 

Tango Move 4: Processing and integrating an encounter between parts of self. After 
Amy expresses compassion, validation, grief, and love to her ten-year-old self, the therapist 
validates, heightens and reflects her message and invites Amy to share how it felt to finally tell 
ten-year-old Amy how sorry she is that she had to live through this. Amy responds, “I am so 
happy to tell her this – it feels amazing to be able to reach her and let her know she absolutely 
deserved all that care and comfort from mom and dad that she so desperately wanted – but I am 
so sad too that she never got it when she needed it!”  
 
Exercise 9.49: Processing with the receiving other in Tango Move 4. (The second part of 
Tango Move 4). The therapist invites Amy to speak from the ten-year-old self and share what is 
was like to hear this validation, compassion, and love from her adult self today. How do you 
imagine ten-year-old Amy may respond?  ___________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Tango Move 5. Following several exchanges back and forth between ten-year-old Amy 

and adult Amy, the therapist integrates and celebrates the corrective emotional experiences that 
she helped Amy to shape.  
 
Exercise 9.50: Integrating and summarizing – EFT Tango Move 5. Choose one of the 
following therapist responses that best summarizes and integrates what Amy has just done: 

a) The therapist tells Amy to continue speaking to this devasted part of herself with this 
same love and compassion whenever she gets depressed, explaining that this self-compassion is a 
strong protection against depression.  

b) The therapist praises Amy for her self-compassion and asks her where she found the 
insight within herself to let the ten-year-old self know that she cares for her.  

c) The therapist validates how Amy engaged with her experience in a new way. The 
therapist also heightens how Amy’s validation of her sadness and anger towards dad opened her 
to discover some longings to consider reconnecting with him – not out of guilt but out of 
curiosity to know this man she lost.   

d) The therapist explains how being able to confront her unexpressed emotions to herself 
will help her find greater assertiveness for her own needs in future relationships.   

 
An encounter with an absent attachment figure. When the greatest emotional charge or 

block for Amy appears to be related to the abandonment, unresolved grief, and longings for a 
relationship with her father, the therapist will shape that encounter. You may wish to experiment 
in your journal with how you would follow the EFT Tango Moves described above to 
choreograph an encounter for Amy to speak to an image of her father – to share the pain she 
continues to live with, remembering the day he drove away and changed her life forever; how 
she is only now beginning to realize she longs to share the pain  - her sadness and her anger and 
the fear that perhaps she just wasn’t worthy in his eyes; she may also want to examine some 
emerging curiosity about who he is.  

To choreograph a format similar to that with an image of Amy’s mother, you could use 
the guide provided below to shape a corrective emotional experience in an engaged encounter 
between Amy and her imagined father. You are invited to experiment with this in your own 
writing or with a partner – one of you as the choreographer, and the other in the role of “Amy. 
No “correct” answers are provided in the answer key. This is for your experimentation. Enjoy the 
exploration as you help it to evolve! 

Guidelines for your exploration of Amy’s encounter with an image of her father 
EFT Tango Move 1 – Reflect the present process between Amy and an image of her dad. 

Reflect longings or curiosity to know her father that may be starting to emerge as she maintains 
her pattern of keeping him out of her life and also faces unresolved hurt – anger, sadness and fear 
– around his abrupt departure from her life. (The more she keeps him out, the more she 
wonders…) 

EFT Tango Move 2 - Assemble her complexity of emotions - emptiness, a vacuum, no 
father to lean on, meanings she makes, such as, “What’s wrong with me that you could shut me 
out of your life?”, anger, bodily response of numbness, action tendencies to cut him out of her 
life and to get distracted from her own core emotions by feeling guilt and pity for him. Write a 
summary reflection that puts her elements of emotion - trigger/perception, bodily arousal, 
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meaning making, and action impulse into a coherent whole, including the underlying core 
attachment fear. Distill and deepen it into a clear message to share with an image of her father. 

EFT Tango Move 3 – Choregraph an encounter with an imagined other (her father).  
a)  Anticipate contact with an image of her dad. How will you help her to picture him? 

How will you help Amy to bring an imagined sense of his presence alive? 
b) Shape and repeat the key message you want her to share with him. What specific 

message will you ask her to share with him? 
c) Direct her to share it with him, keeping her focused if she exits. How will you direct 

her to share the message? 
EFT Tango Move 4 – Processing the encounter. First evoke from Amy’s perspective – 

what it was like to share this with an image of her father. Secondly, evoke from Amy what she 
imagines the father’s response would be when asked what it was like to hear his daughter say 
this to him. 

Repeat EFT Tango Move 3 – Choreograph Amy’s imagined response from this image of 
her father. Invite her to imagine how he will respond. You can invite her to speak his response 
out loud, taking the imagined voice of “Dad” or “Colin” (his name). 

You may also choose to repeat Tango Move 4 – Processing these encounters – Eliciting 
what it was like as Amy’s father to tell Amy what was happening for him that he was able to step 
out of her life as he did and asking Amy what it was like hearing from this image of her father. 
(This is not as an excuse, but to help this image of her father to be impacted by his abandonment 
of his daughter). 

EFT Tango Move 5 – Finally summarize and integrate the key elements of the encounter. 
Savor the corrective emotional experience you will have helped Amy to create. Heighten the 
newly congruent form of contact with this image of her father. Explore Tango Move 5 to 
heighten, summarize, validate and integrate this new interpersonal engagement and expression. 

If you did this exploration with a partner, take time as well to give each other feedback on 
the experience. For example, as Amy you might share about the moments you felt most deeply 
understood by your partner and the moments some new emotional experience emerged. As the 
choreographer, you may share about moments you felt most closely attuned to “Amy” and 
moments you found most challenging to be taking the lead through this process. 

A more extended case in video format, similar to the case of Amy, can be found as an 
EFIT training video at: https://steppingintoeft.com/   

Personal Reflection: EFIT and EFT Tango in Stage 2 Restructuring 
 
Reading about Amy’s transformative explorations through the heavy balloon of 

depression, you may have become curious about having such transformative experiences for 
yourself. When you see Amy accessing her beautiful aching heart beneath the noisy weight of 
the balloon of depression – you may have wondered what life-giving discoveries are embedded 
within your own core sadness, longings and fears. You may want to find a context of safety and 
focused pacing to make some similar discoveries and shifts for yourself. You may wonder, “In 
what encounters might I express longings such as hers? - Listen to me – I am still here – I just 
need to be seen and comforted – I need to know someone is there for me!”    

In the following personal reflection exercises, you are invited to access your own core 
emotions and attachment fears of rejection, annihilation, or abandonment and to experience and 
explore them more deeply. These fears have hopefully become more accessible after having done 
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the Stage 1 personal reflection exercises. In the following exercises, you will have opportunity to 
explore increasing depth of emotional experiencing as the pathway toward restructuring. First, 
you will be invited to reflect privately in journal writing. Then you will be invited to work with a 
colleague. Please review the journaling exercise to prepare you to do the exercise with a partner.  

These self-reflection exercises should help you to experiment with deepening and 
lingering in the bodily felt flow of your inner emotional experience. Touching a deepened 
emotion is often not enough to create change. Rather, newness and change are created by 
lingering in this deepened state until an increasingly vivid, specific, alive, felt shift emerges or 
until you experience an increasing capacity to trust your distilled inner emotional experience as a 
reliable guide for what you need or as motivation for new action.  

 
Personal Journaling with the EFT Tango in Stage 2 Restructuring 

 
Tango Move 1: Reflect Present Process  

Recall a pattern you accessed in the previous self-reflection exercise. If you were unable 
to access a core fear, or cannot access it in this moment, scan your present moment experience 
for something of importance to explore. Scan your body, your thoughts, and your impulses to 
action. Choose a difficult internal or interpersonal interaction, a bodily felt sense, a troubling 
perception, a pressing action impulse, or your core fear if it is within your awareness. Pay 
attention and prepare to linger with this and to explore it. Jot down the key elements in your 
awareness, being sure to include the cue and your action tendency. What is it about that trigger 
(cue) that suggests, “Danger! Be on the alert!”? 
 
Tango Move 2: Affect Assembly and Deepening  

Reread what you have just written about this common cascade of personal emotion and 
describe your physiological experience as you review it. Linger in that bodily felt sense – attune 
to the links between the cue, your action impulse, and the meanings you make of it. The process 
of linking these elements of emotion may be like opening doorways into experiencing your core 
attachment fear underlying this process. 

Write out a validation for the links of your own emotional experience (trigger/perception 
of danger, bodily response, meaning made, action tendency) and do your best to name the core, 
underlying fear. Linger with this core emotion, even if it is best described as numbness or 
nothingness. Honor the feeling – welcome it with kindness and curiosity.  

Describe in your journaling, an emotional handle that emerges. Linger with any image, or 
bodily experience of emotion. Notice if you can, what it is like to linger in core emotion without 
pushing it down or ramping it up. Describe what it is like to linger there. Pay attention to any 
message, or meanings, or shifts you experience from within that emotion as you further write 
about your experiencing. 

It is important to keep at a working distance from this emotion, so that you do not lose 
your capacity to reflect and engage with the emotion. If you become flooded or overwhelmed 
step back, name what is happening, and connect with a safe other or imagined safe other, so as to 
return to the core emotion from a place of emotional balance.  

Describe any emerging shifts. Listen for basic impulses to action: Anger calls for limits 
or to be heard; fear calls for protection; sadness calls for comfort; shame calls for disappearing. 
Write about any new views of self or other, longings or embedded needs that emerge.  
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Tango Move 3: Choreographing an encounter 
a) Setting the stage / Choosing the other: Linger again in your bodily felt sense of your core 

attachment fear or vulnerability – fully tasting, sensing and experiencing it. Write the key 
distilled message that captures the core of this underlying emotion or attachment fear that 
you identified in your earlier journaling. 

Now who comes to mind as a relevant other to whom you need to disclose that 
vulnerability or fear?  

Ask yourself, with whom is this emotion most alive? or most blocked? or which 
attachment figure may be the best resource in this moment?  

You might ask yourself, “Who do I need to hear this message – to truly hear me and 
be impacted by my truth?” Or, “Who is a trustworthy attachment figure I can call on to 
support me in this difficult moment?”  

Or, you may discover it is a part of yourself you wish to address – a younger, more 
vulnerable part, or a compassionate adult part, or an estranged, unresponsive or critical part. 

b) Anticipate making contact with this relevant other or part of self. Begin describing in your 
journal who this relevant other or distinct part of self is. Describe what they look like, and 
also notice and write about what happens inside of you as you picture them about to receive 
this message from you. 

c) Express clear message. Take the risk of stepping forward, in your imagination to express 
your key message to the other. Describe your experience of expressing it out loud to the 
relevant other or to a part of yourself. 

 
Tango Move 4: Processing the experience 

Pause and absorb how it feels to have put your clear request out to the other person (e.g. 
intense relief, deep comfort, dissipation of fear…). Take in the enormity of the risk you have 
taken to make this reach and describe it in your journal. Next, write down how you imagine the 
other responding to you. Write your imagined response as if you were writing from the other 
person’s voice. Imagine sending a clear message back to the other while keeping your emotional 
balance.  

Option: Make a reach from engaged emotion to make a request of the other. (another 
Tango Move 3). Check inside whether there is a yet-unexpressed need, embedded in that bodily 
felt vulnerable emotion – something you can risk asking the other for. Write until your 
vulnerable need can be stated as a clear request. This is to be an actual request – asking for 
something your core fear tells you, you need from the other. Write out a specific “ask.” Take the 
risk to write this request as if you were actually writing to this person or part of self that you are 
picturing as an actual person, and whose presence you can imagine. Ask for the core longing and 
need embedded in your fear. For example, “Can you reassure me I am valuable I your eyes? Can 
you assure me there is something specific about me that you like, that you treasure?” Write your 
imagined response from the other, as well, as if you were writing back from that imagined other 
or part of self. Describe how it is to receive this response to your request. 
 
Tango Move 5: Summarize, integrate and celebrate the experience 

Give yourself time to write freely now to summarize what you have just done and to 
integrate and celebrate the corrective emotional experience you have created. 

Note of assurance: If you have difficulty sending clear messages to an imagined other or 
could not imagine the other responding favorably, simply observe and make a gentle note about 
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what got in the way. As in therapy, the goal in personal reflection exercises, is to stay with the 
process, validate it, knowing that in an attachment frame everything makes sense, and blocked 
emotions always need to be respected, acknowledged and further expanded and processed. 
Common blocks that people identify include, having difficulty keeping focused, getting flooded 
because the risk seems too great, flipping into anger and blaming and turning away from the one 
they were approaching, and wanting to run from an experience that feels too risky or too hard to 
trust. 

EFT Tango Moves in Stage 2 Restructuring with a Partner 
In Pairs: Choose the Discloser and the Empathic Responder /Choreographer.  
 
Discloser: Recalling a common cascade of personal emotional reactivity, linger with any 
emotional handle, image, or bodily experience of the core emotion underlying that process. Share 
it with your partner.   
 
Choreographer: Lead your partner through Restructuring by following the EFT Tango Moves: 
 
Move 1- Reflect Present process: Tango Move 1: Reflect / mirror your partner’s present 
process.  
 
Tango Move 2: Assemble and Deepen Affect  
Using RISSSSC, bring the core fear /the core message alive.  Reflect a coherent assembly of 
elements of emotion (danger cue, body, meaning, action impulse) until the core emotion is 
distilled, alive and fully, bodily experienced. Linger until the most relevant dyad with whom to 
shape an encounter emerges. Assembled and deepened emotion, points to the dyad in which 
emotion is most alive, most blocked, or which attachment figure is the needed resource in this 
moment.  
 
Tango Move 3: Shape an encounter 
       Identify relevant dyad for encounter to share core message. 
       Anticipate making contact with this relevant other or part of self 
       Direct an expression of a clear message to the relevant other. 
 
Tango Move 4: Process the experience 
Evoke the impact of the encounter on the discloser and on the imagined recipient.  
Shape another encounter if needed. (Repeating Moves 3 and 4). 
 
Tango Move 5: Summarize, validate and celebrate 
Integrate by summarizing, validating, and celebrating the impact of the newly formulated 
disclosure. 
 
Debrief together. Consider the Depth of Emotional Experiencing Scale. Discuss the discloser’s 
depth of experiencing and what responses facilitated deepening. Share the impact of the exercise 
on each participant. 

 
Review of Tango Moves for shaping corrective emotional experiences in Stage 2. 

Having followed the case of Amy through Stage 2 and applied Stage 2 to your personal 
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experience, you are now invited to look at a different client and to practice the different moves of 
the EFT Tango in a Stage 2 session. Samir, a first-generation immigrant, married with two 
teenage daughters, began Stage 1 suffering from a chronically depressed mood, lack of 
motivation, and little sense of meaning in life. Through Stage 1 Stabilization he became aware of 
how he was stuck in a self-reinforcing feedback loop of starting to seek support and then pulling 
away before letting anyone get close to him. “I feel like a wounded animal,” he said. “The 
animal needs help to fix the wound, but it’s too afraid to let anyone close, so it keeps running 
away or scaring others off.” He came to recognize that his pattern of “isolation mixed with 
random outbursts” blocked him from the meaningful life he craved. He became more open to 
allow the therapist to take him to the leading edge of his vulnerable emotions in the “dark cloud” 
of depression that comes for him. He became less reactive – more open to explore and reflect 
upon his inner experience and interactions with significant others and with the therapist. He 
regained more emotional balance as he discovered deep grief and loss underlying familiar 
reactions of guilt and self-judgement. Stage 1 exploration led to coherence and a sense of 
acceptance of self and other. The dark cloud and his eruptions of anger began to make sense. 
They came less frequently and were more predictably linked to moments where he felt lost and 
alone, and powerless to reach out to anyone. He felt calmer and less “touchy” and began 
reaching out to others in his life, however always with a sense that nothing ever quite reaches the 
core place in him that feels defective.   

Drawing on the movement through the EFT Tango in the above case of Amy, consider 
how you might follow the EFT Tango Moves as Samir’s therapist in Stage 2. 

 
Tango Move 1: Mirror Present Process Move 1:  
Samir came to a therapy session feeling ashamed, puzzled, and angry with himself for 

losing his patience. “I had a difficult week – I kept remembering that old trauma I told you about 
and wondered if we could discuss it – and then I lost my temper at my daughter for forgetting to 
put gas in the car! What a mess – I need to be a good parent, not all bothered by my past!”   

Early in therapy, Samir had identified an injurious event from decades earlier, where as a 
teenager he survived a random attack in a shopping mall. Instead of receiving protection from the 
police, he was arrested as a suspect – a blatantly racial act. He preferred not to focus on that 
traumatic incident, fearing it would fuel bitterness. The therapist had suggested when he felt 
ready, they could revisit that incident.  
 
Exercise 9.51 EFT: Tango Move 1 - Mirror Present Process: How can you validate his 
present process and his tendency to work very hard at ignoring his own pain. (The basic pattern 
he stabilized in Stage 1 was that the more he ignores his pain, the more he feels locked in a 
prison of shame, anger, bewilderment, and isolation.) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Samir says, yes, he has tried for decades to ignore the pain so he would not become a 
bitter, rageful person, and suddenly when it matters more than ever – when he wants to have 
good relationships with his teenage daughters, he finds himself no longer able to ignore even the 
smallest irritations.  
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Samir: I feel all alone. Like I don’t know how to do this! I just don’t know what to do 
with my frustration and I have no patience! I’m terrified I’ll be such a bad parent, that my 
daughters will turn their backs on me. 

This feeling of being alone, helpless, lost, not knowing how to be, reminds him of what it 
was like lying on the ground after the attack. I prefer not to re-visit that scene - yet - I know I 
must. I am afraid – afraid of my own pain and anger. The bitter - bitterness and hatred could just 
be too much. His jaw tightens at the word “hatred”. “There was no one there to help me - when I 
was facing death.”  Then he lowers his head, as if in shame, uttering, “an inexplicable attack, 
injustice, really!” 

Notice how you attune in your own body to his fear of getting close to his emotions – to 
the pain and the panic of utter abandonment in a moment of dire need. How are you touched by 
his apparent shame as he drops his head at this inexplicable attack? What do you notice in your 
own resonance at his fear of feeling the pain and anger – fearing it will lead to bitterness?  What 
happens in you as you see his jaw tighten with the word hatred? 
 
Exercise 9.52: EFT Tango Move 2 - Affect Assembly. Using all the ways you have attuned to 
his experience, now link the elements of Samir’s emotion into a coherent whole: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise 9.53: EFT Tango Move 2 - Additional Assembly and Deepening:  

How might you further assemble his affect in the present moment, remembering the 
intense fear in his earlier image of the wounded animal fearing to let anyone close? Hint: He is 
stepping out of his typical pattern of ignoring his own emotions. He is letting the therapist close 
to his pain. 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
To linger longer in Samir’s deepened core emotion… 
 Therapist: What a raw moment – risking to feel both the helpless terror you felt in the attack and the 
anger and hatred seething in your tightened jaw at this cruel and senseless injustice! Where in your body 
do you feel the worst of this wound?  
Samir: A huge, solid ball of hatred (demonstrating with his hands in a big circle at his chest). 
Therapist: (RISSSC- Repeating, using image, simple, slow, soft/low tone, client’s words) A huge solid 
ball of hatred weighing heavily in your chest! 
 
Exercise 9.54 EFT Tango Move 3: Shape an encounter with therapist to acknowledge the 
painful wound and the hatred about the attack and the fear of feeling it. Validate expressions to 
the therapist of his anger, pain, fear, shame or self-blame.  
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a) Set the stage: Here you are so courageously, saying, “I feel like a wounded animal – 
afraid to let anyone close – afraid to even let myself see how much I have been hurt, and 
yet you are letting me close in this very moment to see your pain, your terror and the 
hatred – all of which you are so ashamed. 

b) Anticipate contact: Hint: Focus on telling the therapist how difficult – how much courage 
it is taking to let the therapist come this close to his experience. Be specific about what is 
so difficult. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

c) Direct the disclosure: Can you tell me, please? I am sitting here honoring your courage – 
Can you experience looking in my eyes and telling me how much courage you are 
gathering to let me see this wound – the pain, the terror and especially that big ball of 
hatred at this injustice?  

 
EFT Tango Move 4: Process the encounter – The therapist begins by asking Samir, “How it is 
for you to let me see your wound – to tell me about how much you are still hurting? How you are 
indeed very angry with this teenage mob and the police for how they treated you? To tell me you 
do feel shame and blame yourself some days – even though it makes no sense? 

Second, the therapist checks with Samir what is is like to hear the therapist disclose 
his/her own indignation at this unjust attack and to show heartfelt compassion for the trauma he 
survived? While savoring the connection with the therapist, Samir says the shame which he has 
carried for decades over this attack, is beginning to lift. He spontaneously recalls a touching, 
restorative memory of his loving grandfather’s powerful love. The therapist asks if he would like 
to invite his grandfather to come into the scene of his terror, pain, and rage at this senseless 
attack. With his loving grandfather’s presence, he releases the final clouds of shame. 
 
Exercise 9.55: EFT Tango Move - Summarize, validate and integrate. In the following 
example, take note of the impact of Tango Move 5. After reading this Tango Move 5, below, you 
will be given true and false questions about the functions of this summary 

Therapist: Look what you have done here to-day! You moved into a new safety to 
explore your own emotional experience! It was very risk indeed! In letting me close to share 
your pain – you became open to receive compassion and comfort first from me and this also 
opened you to take in your grandfather’s love and deep compassion for the injustice you 
survived.  

You have moved from working hard at ignoring your anger and pain to acknowledging 
you feel like a wounded animal that needs to let someone close to see your injury. You took this 
amazing risk to let me close – and to listen to your remorse for erupting in anger with your 
daughter. You allowed me to hear how your survival pattern of ignoring your own emotions isn’t 
serving you well anymore, and together we created a safe space for you to own the panic and 
anger you feel over small moments like your daughter forgetting to put gas in the car and over 
huge events like the inhumane, racist attack you survived.  

New emotions of compassion and tenderness towards you have emerged and you have 
been able to take them in. You were able to let me see your wound and to take in my response of 
care for your brutalized teenage self. Then an even deeper loving response from an image of 
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your grandfather emerged. While you took in his love and care, you described a wave of gentle 
acceptance and love washing over you from the inside! So beautiful and life-giving!  

You’ve also talked about how this new tenderness is allowing you to recognize, “Of 
course I get annoyed when my daughter forgets to put gas in the car” but it is shrinking to a 
manageable annoyance. Her mistake doesn’t flood you with fears of being disrespected, rather 
you see her simply having forgotten to do what she promised. Now that you are feeling safe to 
feel what hurts, your response to your daughter is no longer charged with your fear that she 
doesn’t respect you.  

Discovering there are safe ways to experience your emotions without numbing out or 
exploding is a very hopeful discovery! This enormous risk you took, to explore your emotions 
to-day shifted your numbness to a solid ball of hatred in your chest. Indeed, it was risky to feel 
the intensity of your hate towards your attackers. And as we together validated the legitimacy of 
that hatred, - the anger, the terror the pain and the shame you felt over that experience - that solid 
ball has dispersed now to “tingling, floating pieces of rock” that we can explore together more in 
future sessions.   
The above example of Tango Move 5: 
1. Functions to summarize, validate and heighten the ways that reprocessing emotional 

experience, opens clients to new meanings, new behaviors, and new bodily felt affect.  
True__ False____ 

2. Heightens the ongoing bond of support and compassion from a secure attachment figure. 
True__ False____ 

3. Combines and celebrates the key change events of the session. True__ False____ 
4. Focuses on the risks taken in session to communicate concern about his well-being as he 

leaves the session. True__ False____ 
5. Validates the newness he has created by taking the risk of moving close to explore his 

emotional experience. True__ False____ 
6. Validates that suppressing emotions is no longer the most effective pattern. True__ 

False____ 
7. Reiterates that he needs to stop blocking his tendency to ignore his emotions. True__ 

False____ 
8. Summarizes that he has already moved from the old pattern of suppressing to a new pattern 

of openly exploring his emotions in a safe context. True__ False____ 
9. Validates that his survival strategy of suppressing that was needed as a teenager is needed no 

longer True__ False____ 
10. Illustrates how new emotional music – pulls for new steps in the dance (new behaviors). 

True__ False____ 
11. Heightens and celebrates the new behaviors that emerged – framed as new pattern of 

allowing himself and others to get close to his emotional wounds. True__ False____ 
12. Reminds him to continue to challenge his faulty assumptions such as believing his daughter 

does not respect him. True ___. False ____. 
 
Consolidation in Stage 3 

The essential elements of Stage 3 Consolidation are to consolidate and integrate the 
changes the client has made through the process of therapy.  In Stage 3 the therapist helps clients 
to form a coherent narrative of how they moved from distress, depression and anxiety to their 
new sense of security and agency.  
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Amy has moved from depression, exhaustion and isolation to resuming her engagement 
in swimming meets, reaching out to her boyfriend Tim, re-establishing a positive relationship 
with her mother, and has returned to university to complete her education degree and her goal of 
teaching children on the autistic spectrum. She has shifted her automatic pattern of dismissing 
her own emotions/longings for connection to recognizing them and using her emotions to direct 
her actions. When she feels anxious about a term paper or upcoming exam, she reaches out to her 
professors and fellow students to discuss her concerns. When she needs some comfort or 
reassurance she reaches out to Tim and at times also connects with her mother. Depression has 
been replaced by the secure bond she feels with Tim, with several girlfriends, and the growing 
connections she and Tim share with several other couples and their children. She recognizes her 
dad’s limitations and no longer feels personally guilty or ashamed for who he is. She knows she 
is valued by her parents and that she did deserve more love and care than they were able to give 
her as a child. She is proud of herself for being in a safe relationship with both of them, in spite 
of their limitations and her father’s remaining distance. 

Interventions to evoke Stage 3 reflections. The therapist’s role in Stage 3 is primarily to 
shine a light on the client’s newfound capacity to pay attention to his or her own emotion as a 
reliable guide to their needs, wants, and actions. The therapist will evoke the client’s reflections 
on how the new working models of self and other that the client has discovered through therapy, 
are extending and integrating across everyday life. The therapist will validate and heighten the 
client’s new sense of competence and value.  

To evoke Amy’s reflections on the discoveries and changes she has made through 
therapy, the therapist reflects an apparent shift and uses that example to evoke more observations 
from Amy about her experience of change: “Before, most others were “menacing figures” who 
you shied away from out of fear of their judgement. To-day as you describe your meeting with 
your practicum advisor, I am hearing you describe a very different way of handling yourself. It 
sounds like you really felt you had a right to be there – that you had a voice – and felt confident 
you had something to offer! Is that right? After hearing confirmation from Amy and heightening 
this shift, the therapist asks, “Can you tell me more about how you experience yourself and 
others differently now?” One of Amy’s touching images is having moved from the garbage 
dump, to standing on a pedestal as a “golden child, worthy of love” – echoes of the new self-
worth and confidence, gained from the resolution of her of the abuse she survived and the 
relationship bonds she is forming with Tim, her mother, and somewhat with her father. 
 
Exercise 9.56: Interventions to evoke Stage 3 reflections. See what evocative questions you can 
create to evoke more reflections from Amy on the new sense of agency and competence that has 
evolved for her through her therapeutic journey. You may wish to prompt her to focus on new 
solutions she may be discovering, new ways she deals with difficult emotions, metaphors or 
rituals that mark the changes she is experiencing. You may also evoke her picture of the future as 
she continues on this path.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Heightening and consolidating change in Stage 3. In Stage 3, the therapist summarizes 
Amy’s therapeutic narrative to validate and integrate the changes she has made. This is much 
like EFT Tango Move 5 – integrating and validating the entire therapeutic journey. 

 
Exercise 9.57: Validating and integrating change. Please identify the following elements in the 
transcript below, by placing the corresponding letters after each excerpt. Some are illustrated 
more than once. 

A. Changes in client’s patterns of emotion regulation 
B. Changes in client’s meaning frames 
C. Changes in how client engages in relationship  
D. Changes in view of self 
E. Changes in view of other 
F. Potential view of therapist as an attachment figure 
1. I am so touched by the journey you have taken! You’ve come from a place where you 

barely had words for your experience other than the heavy black cloud that weighed 
down on you and you had no ways of getting out from under it. You tried more and more 
to deal with the darkness on your own, by isolating more and more. And then you began 
to listen to weight in your heart and to the hidden longings to feel safe and loved. You’ve 
followed your newly discovered longings to reach out more to others. And you’ve 
discovered you are valued and wanted. You’ve reached out consistently to Tim and to 
friends. ___ 

2. After coming to a resolution of that painful relationship with Brody you came in touch 
with a new sense of your own worth ___   

3. You have also discovered people in your life with whom you could begin risking and 
trusting. ___ 

4. You’ve started speaking much more assertively and clearly to your friends and family. 
You shaped a new relationship with your mom and step dad – grieving some losses of 
how they are not all you want them to be – but you found some ways to make that 
relationship a two-way supportive one where you feel safe and respected.  ___   

5. Sadly, you discovered your father is not open to staying in connection with you. That was 
very heartbreaking, yet you’ve grieved that loss, found ways to validate your experience 
and know you are making the best choices of where to seek reliable and available support 
in your life to-day. ___ & ___ 

6. It is amazing and strengthening how all your risks have paid off…. And how you are 
finding others value and appreciate hearing from you. You’ve made some very 
encouraging discoveries that when you ask others for support they do respond. And they 
need you too! ___ & ___ 

7. I feel so proud of the crowd of people you have gathered to stand in the background as 
your cheerleaders now. Even as we are terminating our therapy – I want you to know that 
I admire your work and believe in your capacity to keep expanding on all these changes 
you’re making. I am cheering for you too! ___  
 

Conclusion 
The chapter takes you through the EFT process of change with individuals who are facing 

anxiety, depression, traumatic reactions, relationship distress and unchangeable circumstances of life. 
This general process of change begins with stabilizing strategies of engagement with emotions, with self, 
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and with others. It then moves towards restructuring these strategies by engaging more fully with 
emotional experience in order to reprocess emotional experience which thereby creates new meanings and 
new ways for engaging in life. The EFT Tango is a map for therapists to mirror and reflect present 
moment experience, to then assemble and deepen difficult emotion, towards shaping corrective emotional 
experiences. 

You had opportunities through this chapter to experience that as relational beings, the corrective 
emotional experiences that we shape are necessarily interpersonal events. The interpersonal encounters 
are between client and therapist, between client and an attachment figure, from client to a hurtful or 
unresponsive other, or between parts of self within the client. The change events that we shape in EFIT 
are interpersonal encounters that change individuals’ key inner and interpersonal dramas.  

The client case examples as well as the personal reflection exercises highlight two key factors 
about EFIT: First, the primary goal is not to “fix a problem”, but to create a genuine encounter – a caring, 
accepting presence – willing to walk in and through the dark and painful places with another. This makes 
it possible for the one experiencing distress to process the experience more fully, rather than blocking it 
by panicking or numbing it out. Fully processing experience within a genuine encounter is in itself a 
transformative process. Second, by focusing upon the process within the content of one’s distress – EFIT 
helps individuals to discover in an alive, explicit, immediate way how it is their manner of regulating 
emotion that shapes their suffering, and that lasting change is created by discovering and fully engaging 
previously disowned core emotion in a safe interpersonal context.   

The change process of EFIT is relevant at a personal level for therapists and clients alike, when 
facing personal struggles, and when facing massive existential issues like the 2020 pandemic. The sense 
of perceived danger and uncontrollability that characterizes emotional disorders (Barlow) is also a 
realistic response during the 2020 pandemic, where urgent needs for support from others is more apparent 
than ever! As Bowlby’s attachment theory reminds us, emotional disorders occur when a healthy response 
becomes a rigid, automatic response regardless of the context, or it having become outdated and 
unneeded. EFIT provides an effective model to validate present moment coping, to explore the underlying 
disowned emotions driving internal and interpersonal patterns, and to move fully into those emotions to 
restructure more secure strategies for regulating emotion. The change made possible through EFIT is not 
oriented towards changing external issues that are beyond one’s control. Change in EFIT is about shaping 
secure attachment strategies for engaging with others and with one’s inner emotional experience. 

Stage 1 EFIT offers a level 1 healing process of change – a discovery that problems and agency 
for change are rooted in the repetitive patterns of how one makes sense of and reacts to difficult emotions. 
In the collaborative discovery process of Stage 1, individuals own the patterns of how they shape their 
world and discover the core attachment emotions driving these patterns. In Stage 2, they explore and 
engage new options for reshaping their world. The process of safely and fully engaging with core pain, 
fears and attachment vulnerabilities pulls individuals into new ways of shaping their world. Level 2 
change comes through connection with another while fully reprocessing emotion. Internal working 
models of self and other can shift through EFIT even when a relevant other is non-responsive or in denial 
of injuries they have caused. Individuals can restore broken bonds and experience others who are no 
longer available to them in real life, as powerful resources. In Stage 3 of EFIT the shifts in models of self 
and other are summarized, validated and celebrated, along with the new meanings and behaviors which 
emerge from the newly reprocessed emotional experience. As you face your life challenges, you are 
invited to reflect on the EFIT discoveries you have made working through this chapter. Consolidating and 
celebrating these learnings may be the most effective way to consolidate the pathways towards emotional 
fitness made possible through EFIT – a path towards accessing and trusting emotion as a guide. 
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